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THE NEXT AGONG
-AS I SEE IT
In this exclusive interview with the Aliran Monthly, Bapa Malaysia, TUNKU ABDUL
RAHMAN, discusses the election of the next Yang Di Pertuan Agong expected on 2 March 1989
and various other issues pertaining to the system of Constitutional Monarchy.
No one else is as well positioned as the Tunku to discuss the Monarchical System. It was the
Tunku who incorporated the system into the Malaysian Constitution at the time of Merdeka.
It was he who nurtured the system in the early years of Merdeka. The Tunku himself is a well respected scion of the Kedah royal house - one of the oldest royal houses in the country.
Editor
Aliran Monthly: What sort of
qualities should His Majesty the
Yang Di Pertuan Agong possess?
Tunku: He should have dignity
and should possess a sense of
justice and fairness. The Agong is
the custodian of the Constitution
and should therefore uphold the
principles and ideals of our Constitu1ion. He should protect parliamentary democracy and should be
the symbol of unity and harmony
among all the communities.
Aliran Monthly: Very soon, the
Conference of Rulers will meet to
elect our ninth Yang Di Pertuan
Agong. According to a regional
weekly, the election will take place
on 2 March 1 989.
Tunku: Yes, a new Agong will be
elected soon by the Rulers. Based
upon the practice in the past, the
Deputy Yang Di Pertuan Agong will
succeed the present Agong. It has
become a convention for the
Deputy Agong to become the
Agong - unless he has violated the
rule_s of kingship er gone against

the Constitution or brought disrepute to his office in any other
way.
As I see it, the present Deputy
Agong, the Sultan of Perak, wiU be
the next King. His ascension to the
throne will be significant. With the
Ruler of Perak becoming the King,
we would have completed the
whole circle. All the 9 ruling houses
would have had their turn. Perak is

the last. We started with Negri
Sembilan. This is the system of
rotation I bad in mind o,vhen we
introduced the concept of choosing
the Agong from among the Rulers
at the time of Independence.

Aliran Monthly: It is perhaps also
significant that the fiTSt Agong was
a lawyer. As we complete the circle,
once again a person trained in the

Of late, conventions have been set
aside. Institutions are no longer
respected. There is a lot of
manipulation nowadays. Someone
wants to control everything. He wants
to dominate everything. In order to
control he divides individuals, plays
one against the other. He buys over
certain people to his side. He tries to
isolate others. This creates animosity
and dissension within the group.
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law becomes the Agong.

Tunku: Sultan Azlan Shah is more
than a lawyer. He was Chief Justice
of Malaya and then the Lord
President. He is a learned man. He
is knowledgeable about the affairs
of the nation and understands the
Constitution and democracy. He
has the potenlial to bring honour
and respect to the throne.
Our first Yang Di Pertuan
Agong was also a Ruler with great
dignity. He was our first Malay
lawyer. When he qualified as a
lawyer, a lot of people sent congratulatory messages to me thinking
that I had passed my law. You see
we had the same name .
A1iran Monthly: So Tunku you
would expect the convention to be
respected and the Sultan of Perak
to be chosen as the next King.

Tunku: Thls is most likely, if all
goes well. But then anything can
happen. Of late, cohventions have
been set aside. Institutions are no
longer respected. There is a lot of
manipulation nowadays. Someone
wants to control everything. He
wants to dominate everything. In
order to control he divides individuals, plays one against the other.
He buys over certain people to his
side. He tries to isolate others. This
creates animosity and dissension
within the group. This is now
happening among the Rulers. Even
during the British period there was
no such problem within the monar·
chical system.
There is a story that is making
its rounds now that so-and-so's
consort is &·Commoner and therefore the person cannot become the
King. Our Constitution, l must
stress, lays out the role, the duties
and' the responsibilities of only
the Yang Di Pertuan Agong, not
his consort. The consort has no
constitutional role. The consort has
no constitutional status. Our Constitution does not "~ say that the
consort of our King should be of
royal blood. The consort of the
present Japanese Emperor (the
Japanese Monarchy is one of the
oldest and most illustrious in the
world) is a commoner.
Of course, with a commoner·

consort it may be necessary to find
an appropriate title for her. It
would be a good thing if the
Conference of Rulers can give an
appropriate title to the new Permaisuri. She could be called Puan
Permaisuri. This is merely my
suggestion. In any case. this is only
a small matter.
Aliran Monthly: The

Conference
of Rulers can be expected to adhere
to convention and tradition .....

Tunku: Yes, on the whole our
Rulers are very conscious of their
role and responsibility. They .know
what is good for the future of the
Monarchy. They will do what is
right.
We must also remember that the
person who may have had certain
ideas about the selection of the
next Agong is out of action for the
time being. Now that he is recuperating at home he has time to think
and reflect. If he decides to do

good, to uphold the rule of law and
to protect democracy. it will be in
the interest of the rakyat. On the
other hand. if he continues m h1s
old ways and tnes to control every·
one and everything, the nation will
suffer even more. He must now
make peace with God and man.
Aliran Monthly Looking at so11w
of /he challenges cvnfrmmnK the
system of constitu nona! monarch 1'.
one begins to wonder wll~ thcr we
should at this s/age reiterate certain
basic principles pertaining to the
system?

Tunku: It is important to reiterate
that our Rulers as Constitutional
Rulers should rernain above
politics. They should not get involved in party politics in any way.
I was very strict about this when I
was Prime Minister. A Ruler should
not take part in a political party
function. He should not unveil a
plaque, for instance, commemoratcontinued on page 38

"With the Ruler of Perak becoming the King, we would have
completed the whole circle. All the nine ruling houses would
have had their tum."
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AMPANG JAYA: WHY
·THE BARISAN WON
A lot has been written about the Ampang Jaya by-election. In the fo Uowing two articles,
CHANDRA MUZAFFAR examines certa in aspects of the by-election and draws some important
- Editor
conclusions from it.

any political analysts were
convinced
that
Datuk
Harun Jdris, the candidate
of the Semangat 46 group, would
win the Ampang Jaya by-election
and yet he lost. Why did Datuk
llarun lose? Or, to put it in another
way, how did 1he Barisan emerge
victorious?
ln our v:ew, a variety of factors,
some more important than others,
explain the Barisan win.

M

One, there was the Harun
factor itself. Among a huge segment
of the non-Malays, particu larly the
Chinese electorate, there was some
antipathy towards Harun. This was
because of his alleged involvement
in th~ May 13th episode. All the
attempts by Tunku Abdul Rahman
and Dr Tan Chee Khoon to clear his
name did not help. Harun's alleged
link to that ethnic riot which had
led to the killing of a number of
Chinese Malaysians, was too deeply
etched in the memory of the community, to be erased in one short
election campaign. The Barisan, for
its part, through television, radio,
newspapers and pampnlets, constantly reminded the voters of the
danger of another May 13th dot.
The fear instilled in their minds
must have persuaded some of them
to support the Barisan rather than
Harun.
Among some of the Malay
voters, on the other hand, Harun's
May 13th image may have given
him a nero's stature of sorts. But

Four, the Semangat group made
yet another mistake. Their leaders
tried to introduce the idea of a
coalition comprising a number of
Malay parties led by Semangat 46.
working hand in hand with the
Democratic Action Parry (DAP),
right in the midst of the by-election
itself. A by-election , with all the
confusion caused by accusations
and counter-accusations hurled at
Two, Semangat 46 also lost
each other, is hardly the occasion
some support when it continued its
to launch an inter-party, inter·
barbed criticisms of Prime Minister
ethnic coalition. It was simply
and UMNO Baru President, Datuk
not possible to explain the concept
Seri Dr Mahathir Mohamad. even
and objectives of the coalition in
after he was taken ill. These critithe prevailing election atmosphere.
cisms were perceived by a section
Not surprisingly. the voters were
of both the Malay and non-Malay
nol sure what Tengku Razalcigh
electorate as "bad manners", given
and his Semangal group were up lo.
t11e circumstances.
A segment of the Malay electorate
Three, rhe pointed attacks made
was somewhat suspicious of the
by UMNO Baru campaigners against
DAP's presence in the inter-party
Semangat 46 leaders in connection
link-up. The UMNO Baru leaders
with their alleged involvement In
exploited this by projecting the
financial
malpractices
further
DAP as a Chinese party out to
eroded Harun·s support base. Lt was
destroy Malay political dominance
the Semangat 46 leaders who fired
and the indigenous position of the
the first salvo by condemning
community. The Malaysian Chinese
the alleged corruption of UMNO
Association (MCA) was also quick
Baru personalities. But the Sernanto point out that the Islamic Party
gat leaders were themselves very
of Malaysia's (PAS) participation in
vulnerable and when their oppothe coalition will lead inevitably to
nents returned the flre, they couJd
the creation of an Islamic Slate
not put up a convincing defence.
where non-Muslims will be stripped
Consequently,
their credibility
of all their religious freedoms.
suffered a severe setback. Generally
Apparently, this distorted campaign
speaking, voters expect critics of
line worked with a lot of Chinese
those in power to be much more
voters.
upright than the targets of their
Five, in fact the MCA mounted
criticism.

this was offset by yet another perception of the man: Harun was also
seen as a political has-been . He was
a leader who bad done his bit for
the community but he belonged to
yesterday not tomorrow. Besides,
he had a tarnished reputation
having been convicted for corruption - a full pardon from the King
notwithstanding.
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certain kampungs to prevent
Semangat 46 campaigners from
approaching voters.· Other strongarm tactics - including the threat
of transfers and dismissal from
employment - were also used to
coerce voters into supporting the
Barisan. When thuggery did not
have the desired effect, the ruling
Coalition, it is alleged, sought to
manipulate electoral rolls. There is
no doubt that bribery, thuggery
and trickery combined influe~ced
to some extent, the eventual
electoral outcome.

Barisan's Ong Tee Keat and Semaogat's Harun
an extremely communal campaign
to ensure that its candidate, Ong
Tee Keat, would retain the Ampang
Jaya scat for the Barisan. Since the
previous Member of Parliament for
the constitu.ency was also from the
MCA, the party argued that Ong's
defeat would spell doom for
Chinese political representation in
the Barisan. The MCA urged the
Chinese to rally around the party
to protect Chinese rights from
further
encroachment
by
a
dominant Malay leadership. The
Chinese, the MCA argued, should
vote a Chinese.
The MCA's mobilisation of com·
munal sentiments may be one of
the main reasons why the Barisan
candidate obtained such a high
percentage of Chinese votes. It is
estimated that Ong may have
garnered some' 80 to 85 per cent of
the Chinese votes cast compared to .
10 to 15 per cent for Harun.
Six, it was not just the MCA
that was communal; Semangat 46
also adopted a very communal
posture. Some of its leaders called
upon the Malay voters who consti·
tute 68 per cent of the electorate to
vote Harun because he is a Malay.
Certain PAS officials who took part
in the campaign added another
dimension to that plea. Muslims,
they said, should vote only a

Muslim. It is wrong - according to
PAS's interpretation of Islamic
teachings - for Muslims to vote a
non-Muslim into power.
Though this sectarian twist to
Islamic universalism had some
impact, it failed to help Harun
obtain overwhelming endorsement
from the Malay {Muslim) electo·
rate. ft is estimated that some 40
per cent of the Malays who voted
still chose Ong while Harun may
have got most of the remaining
votes. Equally significant, the
Malay/Islamic emphasis on the part
of Semangat 46 alienated some of
the Chinese and Indian voters whQ
were 'sitting on the fence'.
Seven, if communal manipula·
tion sank to a new depth in Am·
pang Jaya, political bribery,
political thuggery and political
trickery descended to its lowest
level ever in the by-election.
Ampang Jaya squatters who for
ages had been denied Temporary
Occupancy Licences {TOL) were
bestowed at once with these legal
rights. Generous adjustments were
made to the monthly instalments of
low-cost house owners in certain
housing schemes.
While all sorts of inducements
were offered, the Barisan also
resorted to intimidation to win
votes. Thugs were stationed outside
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Eight, the Barisan's media propaganda also had some impact.
More than in any of the other
recent by-elections, the major
dailies, radio and television were
harnessed to the hilt to secure the
Barisan candidate's victory. Tele·
vision in particular which has an
extra-ordinary presence in an urban
constituency like Ampang Jaya was
used - or rather abused - without
any consideration for fairness or
honesty. Be that as it may, abuse of
power, though pervasive, was not
the major cause of the Barisan
triumph.
The above reasons apart, we
must also give due weight to certain
other factors. Since the Barisan's
ignominous defeat in the Johor
Baru by-election of 25 August
1988, the Mahathir leadership - in
the cosmetic sense at least - has
been trying to give the impression
that it is more accommodative, less
arrogant, less haughty than it was
before. There is an attempt to
appear less authoritarian and more
democratic. Of the 5 Supreme
Court Judges suspended in Ju.ly
1988, 3 were restored to the bench.
In the Kelantan public service
transfers controversy of December
1988, the Mahathir government, in
the end, adopted a conciliatory,
rather than a confrontational,
attitude. This paved the way for a
solution of sorts. Perhaps, if the
controversy had happened before
25 August 1988, the government
may have been inclined to display
its might and power.
It is in its handling of the UMNO
crisis after 25 August that this new
attitude becomes even more
apparent. The Mahathir leadership
has opened the doors of UMNO

Baru to all and sundry - including
Tengku Razaleigh and other leaders
of Semangat 46. Dr Mahathir has
offered to talk .t o Razaleigh and
former Deputy Prime Minister,
Datuk Musa Hitam. ln October
1988, he invited the two to join
his Cabinet as ministers without
portfolio. Shortly after that, Dr
Mahathir asked some of the other
Semangat leaders elected in the
1987 UMNO election to join the
party's Supreme Council. And, in
mid-January 1989, Dr Mahathir
accepted the 6-point resolution of
the Johor Malay Unity Congress.
The resolution, among other things,
calls for the restoration of the original UMNO Constitution - a major
contention of tl1e Sernangat 46
group - and the reinstatement of
branch and di¥isional committees
which had held power in VMNO
before the party was declared
illegal. The resolution however, has
yet to be implemented fully, even
within the State of Johor.
Though it can be argued that
most of the changes in attitude
shown by the present Leadership
are, in some ways, superficial and
do not affect the essence of Mahathir's power over the party and the
government, it is undeniably true
that they bad some impact upon
the electorate in Ampang Jaya.
A section of the Malay voters in
particular felt that the Mahathir
leadership was willing to compromise, to give in to the demands of
the Semangat 46 group. This perception of the relationship between
the Mahatbir leadership and
Semangat 46 worked to the detri;
ment of the latter.
This perception of the Mahathir
leadership may also have been influenced by yet another factor.
Issues such as the sacking of the
Lord President and the continuing
detention of a number of public
personalities which were crucial in
the Johor Baru by-election, had
receded into the background by the
time the Ampang Jaya contest took
place. Also, almost all the ISA
detainees who were in jail in August
1988 were out by January 1989. In
the course of the Ampang Jaya byelection, for instance, two batches
of detain~es were released. For an

electorate, and indeed for a
populace, which lacks a developed
political consciousness, events that
have happened and cannot be
changed (like Tun Salleh's dismissal) cease to have any significance
after a while. There is a tendency to
adjust easily and quickly to the
new situation, however great the
injustice in the preceding episode.
Likewise, it is the mere fact that a
detainee has been released • that
counts. Whether his "freedom"
with all the restrictions it carries
with it, means anything or not is
of little consequence to most
Malaysian voters. Nor are they
bothered by the continued existence of a repressive law like the
Internal Security Act (!SA).
One suspects that the Ampang
Jaya voters - like an important
section of the Malaysian public had also become somewhat weary
of the protracted conflict .between
UMNO Baru and Semangat 46.
Given the apparent concessions
that UMNO Baru had made to
Semangat 46, a sizeab_le number
of Malay voters in Ampang Jaya
were inclined tq blame 'fengku
Razaleigh and his friends (or perpetuating the conflict.
Indeed, it can be argued that
there was even a desire among the
voters for a conflict-free situation
which would then result in rapid
economic development. When such
a mood prevails, it is often the
Barisan, as the ruling Coalition with
its well-worn pledge to ensure
development that reaps the benefit.
If anything, the economic
recovery of the last few months
also helped the Barisan candidate.
For many of the voters, both
Malay and non-Malay, the recovery
has been a boost to their businesses.
It has, in some instances, opened up
new job opportunities.
While all these and otherreasons
may e~plain the Barisan victory
we cannot ignore an equally important fact: that in spite of everything the Semangat 46 candidate
Datuk Harun ldris managed to
secure 19,469 votes to Ong's
23,719 votes. There must be
various explanations' for this creditable Showing by Datuk Harun.
To what extent is his support a
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manifestation of a protest element
within a constantly evolving Malay
urban political culture? This is a
theme we hope to explore in the
future.

Conclusions
For the time being we can
establish certain conclusions which
help to refute various distortions
of the Arnpang Jaya by-election.
One, the Barisan victory was not
a victory for non-communal politics
or multi-ethnic harmony. As we
have shown, the Barisan and
Semangat were unashamedly communal in their campaign.
Two, contrary to certain
analyses in
the governmentcontrolled dailies, it is obvious that
Semangat obtained more of the
Malay. votes cast than the Barisan.
Three, this shows, in a sense,
that Malay political sentiment in
Ampang .Jaya, and perhaps certain
other places is still divided between
VMNO .Baru and Semangat 46.
Four, in Ampang Jaya, as in
Parit Raja, it appears that it was
the Chinese vote that secured the
Barisan's victory. In an indirect
way, the Chinese of A.mpang Jaya
had saved Mahathir and his UMNO
Baru, for a defeat for him and his
party would have spelt doom. It
would have revealed that it is not
just in Johor that Mahathir's
credibility is gone. Even some of
his own supporters would have
begun to doubt his ability to lead
UMNO and the Malays. Just as
the Chinese voters helped UMNO
to establish a degree of legiti.Iilacy
within the Malay communitY, · so
the Malay voters helped the MCA
to prove to one and all that it is
still a viable political party.
Five, the by-election also
showed that while the Semangat
46 initiated inter-ethnic coalition
has some strength, it is still uncertain whether it will survive in
the long run. Will Semangat 46
itself lose steam after its Ampang
Jaya defeat and other recent
political developments? Will the
proposed coalition be rendered
irrelevant in a rapidly changing,
highly fluid political situation?

i

DO NOT
DO
TO
OTHERS
•••
dirty tactics in Ampang claya by-election
atuk Harun ldris, the
Semangat '46 candidate
who was defeated in the
Ampang Jaya by-election recently, has complained about the dirty
tactics of the Barisan Nasional
(BN). A number of other Semangat '46 leaders like Datuk Rais
Yatim, Datin Paduka Rahmah Othman, Marina Yusuf, Datuk Suhaimi
Kamaruddin and Datuk Zainal
Abidin Zin have all condemned the
BN for abusing and misusing its
power in the by-election. After the
Pari! Raja by-election in October
last year, the BN also came under
!ire for using unscrupulous methods
to secure its victory.
Semangat '46 leaders allege that
the BN has introduced a .. budaya
samseng" (gangster culture) into
the electoral process. In both Parit
Raja and Ampang Jaya, gangs of
youths, often armed with parangs,
il has been suggested, tried to stop
Scmangat '46 campaigners from
entering certain kampungs. ln
Ampang Jaya, some Wanita UMNO
members are also reported to have
resorted to this tactic to instill fear
in their opponents. Hordes of
youths on motorcycles were also
employed to disrupt ceramahs of
the Semangal '46 group.
Squatters were threatened with
the withdrawal of their temporary
occupancy licences .(TOLs) while
residents of low-cost flats, it is
alleged, were told that water and
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electricity rates would be in~reased
arbitrarily if they supported Harun
Idris. In other instances, voters
were "bribed" with promises of
new housing schemes, new schools,
new clinics, new roads. On-thespot allocations for development
projects were made by Federal
Ministers and the Selangor Mentri
Besar. Indeed, even the salaries of
Imams and Kadis in the State were
raised automatically in order to win
their support!
On polling day itself, an unusually large number of votyrs were
shocked to discover that their
names were not on the electoral
rolls. These were people who had
voted in the 1986 general election
and in previous elections. This has
happened before and opposition
parties have often lodged formal
protests with the Election Commission. However, tJ1is time the
magnitude involved was simply
staggering.
It is all this blackmail, bribery,
manipulation and outright cheating
which lUis angered the Semangat
'46 leadership. Their anger is justified. The BN undoubtedly played
diny in Parit Raja and Ampang
Jaya
dirtier perhaps than in
previous by-elections and general
elections.
And yet one wonders whether
the Semangat '46 leaders - of all
people
have any right to complain. f-or most, though not all, of
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the dirty tactics that they now
condemn, were in vogue when the
Semangat '46 leaders were also part
of the BN. In fact, a number of the
Semangat leaders were actively
involved in plotting and executing
vile, vicious campaign strategies
against opposition parties like PAS,
the DAP and PSRM. In other
words, they had employed most of
the dirty tactics which are directed
at them today, against the political
opposition at some point or other
in the past. Others (in actual fact,
their former t""comrades-in-arm) are
doing to them what they have done
to others.
As long as they were all in power
together, it did not really matter
that opposition parties had to
suffer at their hands. What did it
matter when others were the
victims of dirty tricks and fJ.lthy
bribes? Now of course everything
has changed. The Semangat '46
leaders are disgusted by the coarseness and ·crudeness of the ruling
BN's campaign methods. They are
morally outraged - because they
are at the receiving end. They are
just beginning to experience whal
others have experienced all along.
Perhaps Semangat '46 leaders
should reflect a tittle on their new
experience. They will realise that
there is more than a ray of wisdom
in that golden rule of life: Do not
do to others what you do not want

others to do to you.

•

INTEGRITY

THE BANK
NEGARA F_R AUD
s far as financial scandals go,
1989 seems to be no different from previous years.
We seem to have started the new
year on a bad footing with the
recent $22.2 million Bank Negai'a
fraud. Coming as it does together
with the Cooperative Central Bank
(CCB) case, it is just the latest in
the series of fmancial scandals that
has rocked this nation in the last
few years. Readers would of course,
be able to recollect the more
important ones such as the Bank
Rakyat case in the mid-1970s, the
BMF issue, the transfer of ownership in LJMBC involving the current
Finance Minister and his family, the
Maminco
affair,
the
EPFMakuwasa scandal, the Pan-El saga
which sent the then MCA leader
Tan 'Koon Swan to jail in Singapore and the collapse and/or near
collapse of many cooperative
fmance companies due to mismanagement and corrupt practices.
A number of these ~eposit-taking
cooperatives {DTCs) were effectively controlled and {mis)managed by
leaders from the component parties
of the Barisan Nasional. The
collapse of the DTCs resulted in
mimons of ordinary Malaysians
losing much of their life-savings. As
a result of all these financial
scandals, the Malaysian public has
lost billions of ringgit while a few
unscrupulous politicians and their
business associates have amassed
huge fortunes.
Given this string of scandals, we
would have expected important
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institutions like Bank Negara and
Bank Bumiputra to have been more
vigilant and to have exercised
greater prudence in their operations. So it comes as a great shock
to many Malaysians that fraud is
taking place in the very institution
that is supposed to be the watchdog of all other fmancial institutions. From press reports the basic
facts of the case appears to be as
follows. Sometime in July 1988,
Bank Sirnpanan NasionaJ {BSN)
sent in $22.2 million to Bank
Negara Malaysia (BNM) for tl1e
purpose of purchasing government
securities. Its application was unsuccessful. Before the money could
be returned to Bank Simpanan, a
clerk in Bank Negara, Harun

B NK
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Othman, forged some documents
and transfered the $22.2 million to
a private account at the head office
of Bank Bumiputra Malaysia
Berhad (BBMB). From there, the
amount was transfered to another
pnvate account at the Oayabumi
branch of BBMB. This account was
operated by a lawyer Che Man bin
Che Mud. The entire sum of S22.1
million was then taken out by Che
Man from this account in five withdrawals during August I 988. ~1ean
while, Bank Negara and Bank
Simpanan were blissfully unaware
of this massive fraud until Bank
Simpanan decided to submit
another bid to purchase gt;vemment securities in October 1988. It
was then that the fraud was dis-

covered. By then the perpetrators
of the crime had left the country.
AJ usual the Malaysian public was
the last to know about this affair,
when press reports about this case
started appearing during early
January 1989.
It appears that all three financial
institutions involved in the fraud
have very ineffective accounting
and financial control systems. In
the case of Bank Negara, it is hard
to believe that one clerk could have
forged documents to transfer the
$22.2 million out to a private
account at Bank Bumiputra. The
internal control system that is in
place must be extremely lax to
allow this to happen. This is a
direct result of poor and incompetent management. In the last few
years, Bank Negara has been issuing
patronising statements chiding
other flnancial institutions for their
poor financial controls and credit
management. Yet its own house
does not seem to be in order. As a
result of this affair, its credibility in
managing others failed and ailing
fmancial institutions is at stake.
As far as Bank Bumiputra is
concerned, we find it extremely
surprising that such a huge sum of
$22.2 million could have been
withdrawn in cash over five
occasions without raJSlllg any
suspiCion. When an ordinary
account holder wants to withdraw
the princely sum of, say, a thousand ringgit, the bank makes him or
her wait for sometime while the
account and the documents are
checked and double checked before
the cash is given out. But five
withdrawals of about $4.4 million
each time over a short period of less
than a month did not ring any
a1ann bell at the Dayabumi branch
of Bank Bumiputra. There are three
possible reasons for this lack of
vigilance. One, it could have been
collusion between Che Man and
' senior officials of the branch. Two,
it could have been due to totally
incompetent management at all
levels within 88MB's Oayabumi
branch. Three, it must have been
such a common practice for
account holders at this branch to
deposit and withdraw millions of
ringgit in cash each time that Che

Man's withdrawal of $22.2 mlllion
in cash was not an extraordinary
event at all as far as this branch was
concerned; perhaps there are many
accounts containing slush funds in
this branch! One would have
thought that Bank Bumiputra
would have cleaned. up its act and
instituted
effective
financial
controls after having been defrauded of more than two billion ringgit
in the BMF scandal. But· it does not
seem to have learnt any lessons.
In press reports about this frau~,
attention has been largely focused
on ttu conduct of Bank Negara and
Bank Bumiputra. However, Bank
Simpanan Nasional (BSN) is not
free from blame either. It submitted a bid of $22.2 million for
government securities in July 1988
and found out that it was unsuccessful only four months later in
October 1988. When an ordinary
individual applies for new issues of
shares involving only a few thousand ringgit, he or she is usually
very anxious to know the outcome
of the application; if it is unsuccessful, he or she would ensure that the
money is refunded as soon as
possible. In this case, there appears
to have been no such anxiety on
the part of Bank Simpanan since no
one from there ever bothered to
check with Bank Negara about its
$22.2 million bid for four months.
During these four months, the
$22.2 million could have earned
between three to five hundred
thousand ringgit for Bank Simpa·
nan if it had been invested elsewhere. This lapse indicates that
Bank Sirnpanan management is inept and incompetent.
Depositors in Bank Simpanan
have been assured by Bank Negara
that the $22.2 million has been
returned to Bank Simpanan which
implies that Bank Negara has
absorbed all the losses. Thus, in the
end, the real losers are the taxpayers because these losses, just as
all other losses that arose from
earlier financial scandals, are borne
by them collectively.
What can be done about this
fraud? First, there should be a
public inquiry about the whole
matter. It is important that all the
three institutions which are directly
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or Indirectly owned and controlled
by the State, be accountable and be
seen to be accountable to the
citizens at large who have subsidised the losses that have occurred.
Public scrutiny of their operations
will make them more prudent and
careful.
Secondly,
existing
internal
control systems in all three institutions must be strengthened. An
advantage of the public inquiry is
that it may bring to light other
weaknesse~ in the control system
which also should be remedied as
soon as possible. This will
defmitely reduce the possibility of
such frauds occuring in the future.
Thirdly , no effort must be
spared to apprehend and punish
those responsible for the crime. In
addition to the actual perpetrators
of this crime, it is also important
for senior officials in these institu·
tions, whose incompetence allowed
this fraud to occur, to accept some
responsibility for the event and
take appropriate action. This is one
area where we should heed Dr
Mahathir's advice to look east at
Japan and Korea. In particular. the
Governor of Bank Negara should
resign from his job for allowing
this fraud to happen at his bank.
This will restore to Bank Negara
some of its lost credibility. In the
past few weeks, both the Education
Minister Encik Anwar Ibrahim and
the Vice-Chancellor of University
of Malaya Professor Syed Hussein
Alatas have been alleging that the
Malaysian public does not have a
strong moral revulsion against
corruption and that this is one of
the causes for corruption in this
country. If the authorities are really
interested in setting the moral tone
for society at large, then action on
elites who have acted irresponsibly
would help. In fact, the absence of
a sense of shame among our elites is
a more important cause for corruption in this country. So perhaps,
the Education Minister who is the
Chairman of a Cabinet Committee
On Malpractices can 'persuade' the
Governor of Bank Negara to set the
right example by resigning from his
job.
•

S. SUBRAMANJAM

-------------------------------

We welcome ,et\ers from'"'teaders.'I::ehers can be e«her m Enclish l""Babasa
Malaysia. These letters may be edited for pur;poses of apace and clarity. The
views may not be those of tbe Allran Monthly. Pseudonyms are accepted but
all letters should include the wirter's name and address. Letters should
preferably be typewritten with double-spacine: il band-written they should
be legible.
Letten should be addressed to the Editor, Allran Monthly , P.O. Box 1049,
Penan&. Malaysia.

HAK ASASI MANUSIA
~
v lA

S

ejak kebelakangan. ini, undang·
undang ISA digunakan untuk
kesalahan yang di luar tujuan
sebenar pembentukan ISA. Kan un
Jenayah (Penal Code) dan Kanun
Ptosedur
Jenayah
(Criminal
Law
Procedure Code) sudah tidak digunakan
untuk jenayah yang sepatutnya digunakan ke atas mereka yang ditahan.
Kerajaan nampaknya mahu senang dalam
membuat kerja. Jika ISA digunakan,
tanpa 'bukti yang kukuh pun boleh
ditahan juga. Yang perlu, Menteri Hal·
Ehwal Dalam Negeri berpuas hati
bahawa orang yang ingin ditahan itu
akan, telab atau mungkin melakukan
sesuatu yang mengancam keselamatan
negara. Maka ISA telah dijadikan senjata
politik.
Hak Asasi Manusia harus diperjuangkan oleh semua. Apa yang menarik
sekarang, bila memperjuangkan haJc asasi
semua pihalc bersatu tanpa mengira
kaum. lnilah yang kita mahu. Semangat
bersatu datangnya dari hati bukan dari
kempen-kempen kerajaan yang membazrr. Hendaknya Hak Asas.i yang
dljamin di da.lam perlembag~ tidak
dibeti dengan tangan kanan tetapi
diambil pula dengan tangan kiri. Ralcyat
mahu kerajaan menjamin hak asasi
man usia di Malaysia.

suggest that it looks at the Municipal
·
Ptesident's office tJISt.
He and his personal secretary are
occupying space sufficient for a
dozen senior officers or SO clerks.
The office has plush waU·to·waU
carpeting, Italian designer furniture
and top-of-the line toilet fittings
including a longbath.
All doors
within
the office
including the one leading to the
toilet are elaborately carved bard·
wood panel doors with expensive
locksets.
Throw in a bed and you can rival
the royal/presidential suite or a
four-star hotel.
The Chief Minister's office seems
spartan when compared with the
Municipal President's.
Next check out the Council's
departments:
in
one department
the area used for storing tiles and
filing cabinets is fuUy carpetted.
Not only is there a wanton waste
of funds, the fJie hazard rating is
greatly increased.
If Council officials wish to
wallow in luxury to inspire awe in
aU visitors, please spend your own
money and not ratepayers' funds!

Penang

THE NEW CURRICULUM
FO"t ~<'"RM.

1 ..., ~DE ''"'S

"What is this life if tun of care
We have no time to stand and stare;
No time to stand beneath the bough
and stare as long as sheep or cow;
No rime to see when woods we pa11;
Where squi"els hide their nuts in
gTaSS."

Stevenson

Penang

R

Snake

ITM, Shah A/am

THANKYOUSEMANGAT

refer to S.B. Lim's report in The
Star dated 14 January, 1989 on
the Penang Municipal Council's
spec.ial committee to study ways to
increase revenue and cut expendi·
' ture.
If
the
committee
is
really
serious about doing a good job, 1

Loyal Chinese Malaysian

Chefvamohan

Law School

WA L!f" "1'--1110 lli.J tUX l "

claims to be), who is more important:
the candidate or the plll'ty? Datuk Huun
who was the prime target for much
charactet assasi.nation may have a back·
ground which leaves much to be desired.
However, if I had been a voter there I
would have voted for him. As our
beloved Tunlru said, he symbolised our
hope for a change and provided a chance
to show the ruling elite that there were
ordinary rakyat who were not happy
with the direction our country is taking.
WiU the momentum towards an altern:&·
tive to the Barisan continue in spite of
this set-back? I am no political analyst
but the large number of votes garnered
by Datuk Harun does show that an
altemativ~ fo the Barisan can emerge
provided the parties concerned are not
malting use of each other for their own
motives. I sincerely hope the proposed
coalition will materialise. Then maybe
those instances of abuse of power that
we have seen in recent years will not be
repeated.
If nothing else, we rakyat have a lot
to thank the Semangat '46 group as
there are indications that the ruling elites
are beginnjng to be more responsive to
the ordinary rakyat's aspirations.

T

he people of Ampang Jaya
Parliamentary Constituency have
spoken. My silent prayer has not
been answered. But then this is the
essence of democracy. The majority
decision must be respected.
A5 a concerned citizen who has
followed the campaign ck>sely through
the one-sided and biased reporting in the
English daily mouthpieces, I feel that
!lOme disturbing question& need to be
answered.
·
In a democracy (which Malaysia
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ecently my daughter was admit·
ted to Form 1 at the Convelrt
Bukit Nanas, Kuala Lumpur. AJ
of · this week the school has started
implementing the new curriculum expounded by the Minister of EducatioJt
recently.
On Mondays, Tuesdays and Thurs·
days my daughter is n!quUed to attend
scbooJ from 9.30 a.m. to participate in
the new curriculum. Yesterday (Mon.
16/l/89) they did "commerce" under
the "living skill&" programme. What is"to
follow I do not know. Her regular school
hours are ftom 1.30 p.m. to 6.30 p.m.
with a later start on Fridays.
As neither my wife nor I waa able to
taJce her to sc.h ool at about 9.00 a.m.
yesterday she had to go by the early
morning "Baa Sekolah" which leaves my
area at 7.00 a.m. Yesterday she spent 2
hours away from home and on her

return had to do some homework which
took abOut an hour. After dinner she
went to bed e,.hausted at 9.00 p.m. This
morning she was due to have repeated
lhe process but she just oould not wake
up at 6.00 a.m. to catch the early bus.
Luckily my wile was able to send her to
school at 9.00 a.m. today.
I am afraid neither my daughter nor
my wife can take this in the long run.
Could the authorities responsible for the
change in the school curriculum please
explain what the new arrangement is
designed for? What arc we trying to
make out of our school-going children -:
wcU-rounded Individual~ capable of holding their own in this world or soperbeings for some imagined future superior
role?
There :lie other physical shortoomings in the system too. Schools do
not have adequate facilities. Otherwise
there would be no afternoon session.
Canteens do not provide sufficientJy
balanced or nutritious meals. Nor do
they cater for aU ethnic dietary peculari·
ties. Even if they did how many parents
can afford to give each child up to $3
a d4ly to ensure they have enough to eat
and drink during 12 hours at school?
Taking food from home is also not
possible as firstly it has to be prepared
too early and seoondly the children have
nowhere safe to leave it tiU required.
The Minister of Education has drawn
parallels with the systems in other
oountries while defending our new
system. Can he honestly say that in
those oountries too children spend the
same long hours at school?
In oountries where children have to
stay at school over a major meal time
such as lunch, a substantial meal at a
subsidised cost is provided by the
authorities. Will this happen here?
The Honourable Minister has also
suggested 46 schooUng hours a week. At
work my ooUeagues and I protest after
40 hours. To whom do we now tum
when our children are affected? Going
by my child's experience she will be
spending about 60 hours a week away
from home purportedly at school - if
so, where is the time for her leisure
pursuits? Can't she just "stand and
stare" some of the time!
I caU on all you parents out there
who are similarly affected as I am to
join me in opposing the new system.
Please write in before it is too late.
A Concerned Parent
Kuala LumpUT

WEPRAYFORYOU

D

r Mahathlr, we pray for you.
You are ill now. But you are
settlna better. We, the simple

that our MPs will be able to live up to
the chaUenges ahead. No longer can the
people be fooled with promises of
material "development'' in their areas.
This "development" is their basic right
anyway, irrespective of which party their
MP m@ht belong to.
Greater issues face our nation. There
is no point in beooming an NIC if the
rakyat is going to be oppressed, their
creative talents stifled and their intellectual growth stunted. O.nly when we
have a society that is uee and which
aUows human rights to flourish, can we
achieve socio~oonomicjustice for all our
citizens because human dignity would
then be upheld in aU strata of society.
Contrary to what Singapore's Mr Lee
Kuan Yew would have us believe, we do
not have to make an agonjsing choice
GNP growth and true
between
democracy in out land. Let us show the
world we can have our cake and eat it!

people, hope you'U now ponder on all
that has happened in the eight years you
have been P.M. There is a 1ot of wrong
you have done to innocent people. You
locked up innocent people. You sacked
innocent Judges. You purged UMNO of
your opponents. You destroyed the
livelihood of those who were not on
your side. You have also hurt people
with your oommunaJ remarks. That is a
great sin.
But Cod is aU-forgiving. He has given
you another chance. Datuk Seri Dr
Mahathlr, please repent, repent for your
sake and the sake of all Malaysians.
Repj!nt and be good.
An Ex-Mahathir supporter

Petallng Jaya

DEMOC~ACY

vs

Hidup Demokrasil

Butterworth

DEVELOPMENT?

W

hatever the outcome of the
Ampang Jaya by-election,
one thing at least is crystal
clear - Malaysian politics will never be
lhe same again.
As the rakyat beoomes politically
mature and aware of the issues facing the
nation, we see a gradual shift away from
issues of a oommun.al or raciaJ nature. Of
course, we will find a handful or die-hard
politicians doing their best to keep the
old order of racial politicking alive. This
is to be expected but they will not be
able to resist the trend towards a multi·
raciaJ approach in facing the various
issues. For instance, the rakyat is aware
that the OSA is bad Jaw, the JSA is
outrightly obnoxious, and the emasculation of the judiciary, downright
disgraceful. Therefore, it oomes as no
surprise that these are shaping up as the
auciaJ issues in the forthooming general
elections.
The people desire greater democracy,
freedom and justice. It is our politicians
who have been left st.ragling way
behind. Caught up as they are in their
quest to preserve or gain power, they
have little time or interest in democratic
ideals. For example, the ISA for thete
politicians is a pretty useful piece of
legislation which qht oome in handy
to nip critics and rivals whenever they
feel their power base IJ belns thratened.
Uttle doe. lt matter that this nasty
business of detainina people without
trial violate• a fundamental principle of
the UN Declaration on Human Rishtl.
The rakyat can no ionser be treated
as juvenile• to be I(>OOnfed by the
Miniatry ot Information and other
poUtician1. They know when their rwhtl
are beina thleatened. That il why the
oomina seneral election• will undoubted·
Jy aee eome momentous chansea In
parliamentary repreeentation. One hope•
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KJLL RUMOU.RS:
TELL THE TRUTH

A

certain government leader's
name has been linked to a
certain incident at the end of
last year which resulted in someone's
death. There are all sorts of rumours
going around about this leader and the
incident. It is believed lhat the Police is
investigating the incident.
l.f investigations are being carried out,
there should be a fuU statement (rom the
Police to that effect. The Police, owe
this to the people. It is wrong to hide the
truth from the public.
Public acoountabllity would have no
meaning if important information
concerning important persons and
important events is kept under wraps.
Let the people know what really 1
happened. Otherwise they'D be fo.rced to
believe the rumours which are rampant.
Kill rumours! TeU the truth!
Abdul Shukor b Abd Rahman

AlorSetar

THE CURREl\fJ'
GOVERNMENT

I

t il truty unfortunate that many
elected leader• have fOlJOtlen that
they are not actually the "real
bouea" of the country but are merely
eervanta, Jiven the mandate and privilese

'

to eerve the people who put them into
public office. They teem to have the misconception that once they have gotten
their authority, the electorate ~dclenty
become their 'little insignificant followers' who should accept their every whim
and rancy 10 as not to cause 'lrutabWty
in the country".
Let us illustrate and prove to you
how mbguided our elected leaders ue:
Whea a people elects its government, it
is somewhat like an employer hiriOJ his
chauffeur.
Just because the chauffeur has been
Jiven the right and duty to take charge
of the limousine, it does not for a siOJie
moment mean that he has become the
boss. It is the same with elected govern·
ment leaders. Just because they have
been put Into their respective positions,
it does not mean that they have become
the 'lords and ma)1ers' or even 'gods'
that must be worshipped, appeased and
obeyed faithfully.
Visualise how ridiculous it i.s when
the employer tells tltc driver to take him
to destination A and the latter insists on
driving to destination B. And to top it
off, the driver teUs the employer that he
is being taken to destination 8 for his
own good!
So what can the employer do as he is
being driven to point 8 against ltis will?
Imagine how absurd it would be when
Ute employer starts to protest and the
chauffeur tcDs him to sit back and shut
up or else the car may run out of control
and finally crash. The similarity is un·
deniable; there are some people in our
government who are constantly trying to
frighten the rakyat by saying that
opposing or differing views will only
cause disunity and chaos which will
eventually bring the destruction of our
beloved country. Undoubtedly the above
parable does sound simple and a little
extreme. However, we aU know how true
the gist of the matter is.
Remember then dear Malaysians that
we the people are the REAL bosses, not
Utose elected p~ns. We must refuse to
be continuously intimidated and brainwash~tl
by those power-crazy and
egoistic servants/representatives of ours.
Another irksome attitude of our
government is that it seems to think that
just because the country's infrastructure
is being improved or more investors are
pouring funds into our economy or
Proton Sagas are being manufactured
etc, the people should and must re-elect
them for yet another term of offi1 "·
TeU me why should they expect such
a thing? Isn't it every government's duty
to serve the country and the people? Lf a
couple wants to have children, isn't it
their duty and responsibility to bring up
Uteir children, clothe them, feed them
and educate them? So in the same
manner, if a group of people wants to be
the government, isn't it their duty and
responsibility to take care or the nation
and her people?
Therefore, dear friends, we should

not Judae the efforts and performance or
the (current) gowrrunent by countina how many qhwaya or tourist
re10rta or low-cost houtet or factories
have been buUt. Instead ask youuelves,
inter alia, these questions:
a) How efficient (cek.ap) has It been in
deali.rtg with d.ay-t<Hiay affairs?
b) How clean (bersih) were all their
dealings? Were there any (suspected)
scandal cover-ups? Were there any
h~hly questionable contracts made?
c) How trustworthy (amanah) has it
been? Has it kept, as fu as poSSlole,
all its promises or has it been giving
unaccountable lame excuses to
justify its inactions?
d) How accountable was it when using
public
funds
and
reliOurces?
Remember the North-5outh Highway
deal or the Skyhawks and the recent
S4.6 bil. weapons deal
e) How fair has its actions been? Other
than the issue of the composi'tlon of
the two tribunals, it is also crucial to
ask whether all the policies and laws
that were made had been fair to all
the different ethnic and religious
groups.

ina

to unravel the complexJtJes or the
yo~ ambitiouajoey who loved
to wine and cline in the company of
pretty female kanproos turned the
whole deliberations into a vicloua attack
upon a revered old councillor who, he
alleged, bad insulted the lion. The
proceedings were to~ and boilterioua.
In the end the old lwiRuoo wu not
only expelled from the council but abo
excommunicated rrom the herd. AJ the
old musupiaJ, pey with the wisdom of
years and lOber living, hopped away
lamely to a lonety retreat far from the
maddening herd, he wu met by an owl
named CR. u old as he was. "Ah, you
ue not the rttst to discover that here in
the bush the LAW is oot an ua but a
kangaroo,'' said CR. "But don't be
despondent. The Alm8hty will vindicate
His justice and rout the evil-cloera".
Nothing similar should occ,u r in
Malaysia. To this end we must prevent
the cholesterol of nin ambition,
debauchery and falaehood from clogging
the arteries of our spirit. Thus trust in
God and acknowledgement of our own
frailties will help us to strive after all
that is noble and truthful

Jaw. A

EUREKA
Klang

I) How democratic do you personally
think it has been? Was their form of
democracy just lip-service or otherwise?

g) How n~spon)ible was it? Who were
the ones who contributed to the lack
of quorum during parliamentary
meetings without good reasons?
h) How about the question of abuse of
mass media?
i) What about the possible abuse of

socjajfpolitical status ror personal
profiteering?
j) How effective has its policies been in

contributing to national unity in our
plural society? The question of being
unappreciative of the government's
'Certain good policies does not arise
here. To be ungrateful of the good
changes that have been brought by it
would mean that we arc bUnd, unreasonable and wrong.
However, to be thankful for certain
things does not mean a total and unquestioning loyalty to the eM.sting
regime.
The Watchman
Kuala Lumpur

THE ARTERIES OF
OUR SPIRIT

H

ere is a story from the Austra·
!ian bush. A pack of kangaroos
sat in council one day, attempt-
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Ask her about safety rules ...

ELECTRONICS WORKERS,
UNION?

G

o to an area where many electronics factory girls live, and
get to know one of them. Ask
her about safety rules, and ask her where
she would complain about any healthy
grievance or anything about workers'
rights. Unless the working girl belolliS to
an unionized factory. site is likely to be
poorly informed about the health
hazards and workers' rights in the

electronics industry.
What I am trying to convey is, little
research has been done on the elec·
tronics industry which is considered the
third most dangerous industry in terms
of exposure to cancer-causing substances
like benzene, cadmium, chloroform, lead
and various acids. Besides the above
mentioned problems in the electronics
industry, many of the workers do 'scope
work' which involves up to eight hours
of peering through microscopes. Scope
workers bond tiny hair-like wire strands
onto the micro-chips. On an average they
are given a minimum work quota of 800
chips per day. As a result of this, over a
period of time, these workers suffer
from dizziness and backache and often
they develop ey~K!efects.
Girls working the night shifts from
11.30 pm to 7.30 am run the risk of
mass hysteria. I believe that mass
hysteria is strongly related to the
absence of channels for voicing
grievances. Union$ can provide such an
outlet.
The problem is that the non-unionis·
ed workers have nowhere to go and
complain about their safety, health and
workers' rights. They can go to the
management, but can they be assured of
an unbiased hearing? And besides that,
the m;ijority of the workers are not high·
ly educated and ignorant of workers'
rights, especially the need for safety and
health regulations.
However, these sort of problems in
the electronics industry and industries in
general can be solved, only after the
formation of a national union. I do not
see any reason why • democratic
country like ours must create obstacles
to the unionisation of workers. What
sort of liberalism is this? As a concerned
citizen, I would like to caU upon the
Labour Miltistry not to deny the
electronics workers their fundamental
~ht to otganise and associate.
S Sundralingam
Bruas

LOVE AND RESPECT FOR
OTHERS

I

am a trainee teacher. I have been

wondering why the world still ~s
some people who seem to be fanatics.
Even in our country, the rakyat (not all
though) are fooled sometimes by some
fools. We seem to be divided by race,
language, caste, class, ~cial sta.tus,
relision, political ideologJes, beliefs,
superstitions and all sorts of narrow
concepts that hindeT our nation from
progressing spiritually. We should be
grateful that God bestowed o.n our w~rld
a spiritual leader tike Gandha at the tame
when our world experienced two terrible

True integration must take place in our hearts
wars. Mahatma Gandhi was a saint and
he has innuenced millions. He showed us
the way to attain peace. May the world
respect the Mahatma (great soul) and
may all poUticians honour the universal
principles of pt.'ace and love that
Mahatma Gandhi lived and died for.
We can become truly civilised if we
recognise and practise true love. As a
Tamilian by birth, 1 need to know Tamil
but that does not mean I must not learn
other languages, especiaUy Bahasa
Malaysia and English. All MaJaysians
must be allowed to learn their respective
mother-tongues. Our students must be
motivated to know about one's religion
and culture and also the culture and
religion of others. There must be more
open talks and discussions so that our
students are truly "AWARE" that
Malaysia is a multi-racial country.
Our young ones depend upon us for
guidance and protection. It is very pain·
ful that there are some parents who
teach their children to hate or dislike the
way of life of others. In fact, I have
personally seen and even heard our
children being taught to look down upon
others. The government must never
allow these 'subversive' elements tO
continue to grow. It is better to nip in
the bud these elements from becoming a
jungle of devils. Malaysia can never
afford to face riots and every child born
in this beloved land must be taught to
value the existence or the various
cultures and religions practised by the
people of Malaysia. Why hate the way of
life of others? Some people tend to find
fault with others when they themselves
have many flaws. l love Tamil as my
mother-tongue but I don't hate Bahasa
Malaysia or English or even Mandarin.
We need to wear the coat or shirt that
suits us. The same shirt can never be
used by aU, different people need
different sizes of shirts. I am Hindu by
birth and once I did not lOOk upon other
religions with understanding but my
parents encouraged me tp go deeper into
llinduism and they made me realise that
as a tn1e 'Hindu·. I must lo a•e and respect
other religions too. My spiritual teacher
helped me not only to know better but
also taught me about other religions.
I hope our children wW also learn to
respect every human being because it is
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simply our noble way to live. TRUE
INTEGRATION must take place in our
hearts and souls so that we leam to love
all How can we hate a person just
because he/ she is not of the same race or
religion? The so-called integration of the
rakyat through one bnguage, one
culture, one religion, one party, etc. wW
never be able to unite Malaysians. We all
need to be SINCERE with ourselves if
we are to grow. The political turmoil
among the Malays cannot be solved even
though both Team A and Team B are
Malays, Muslims and !}leak Bahasa
Malaysia. Similarly, intra-party tJghting
is rampant in the MCA and MIC. Why do
these parties must be divided even
though each of them use their own
common language. So it is •ery clear that
we must attain TRUE INTEGRA·
TJON within our hearts. o\s long as we
don't practise the univerSII principles as
taught by the prophets, we will not be
happy. We must love aU and learn to
live with people of different races,
religions and cultures.

K.S.
Ptllai/X

INFORMATIVE MONTHLY
have been a regular reader of your
Aliran Monthly. Your publication
encompasscss both domestic and
mternational affairs.
In spite of the current emasculation
of the mass media you manage to inject
virility into it. The impartiality in your
reports is commendable.
1 read your article entitled 'SheU's
Role in FueOing Apartheid' with
voracious appetite. A revealing article
such as this is worthy of publication to
enable the public to be well·informcd of
the current affairs of the worJd. I am
happy that the information obtained is
from authoritative sources.

I

Ahmad Faizin b Arshad
Brrltt'f>I'• Jrth

A NEW LAW NEEDED
t has always happened in ~ysi.an
elections and by-elections so much so
that people have come to accept the
transgressions as part and parcel of
democracy.
I am talking about politicians
(especially Ministers) going with their
cheque-books on their corrupt rounds
during an cleedon or by-election. TI1e
hand -outs given to the constituen cy is
nothing short of bribery. It is inducement pure and simple for the citizen's
ballot. Tht! practice qualifies to be
classified as a corrupt practice under any
anti-corruption Jaw.
The culprits arc so-ca Ued "leaders"
who masquerade as people who are
incorruptible! This is t11e tragedy of tlle
nation. A leader who perpetrates this
corrupt
practice during elections
progresses to bigger and better crimes
while in office. So one can understand
why our jail~ are full or these scoundrels
who in th e first place lacked basic
morality and decency. They merely
carried corrupt practice~ to a.rrestable
levels!
At least. if they di~tribu te their own
money, one can say that they arc
sudd enly moved to be generous to a
long-neglected and suffering constituency. But it is the PEOPLE's MONEY
that is distributed to them by an ostcn·
siblc politie1J benefactor - and the
people are ::xpected to be grateful and
vote him in!
I think that it is or;ly people's power
that can put a stop to this despicable
corrupt practice. People must reject the
party or politician who indulges in ~uch
bribery of the electorate.
Better still, parliament must enact a
law forbidding a1Joc:1tions or grams for
constituencies during elections or byelections. Only then will national
problems and issue~ be discussed
rationally. Our democnlcy will be richer.

I

Pisces
Penang

burden for the lot of the poor. The
reason I am bringing this up is that the
prices of goods, especially the necessities, have sho t up skyhigh and in tllis
sit uation, the poor can hardly survive.
No doubt, poverty in Malaysia ca nnot be
overcome totally. It is like giving bread
to the rich and the privileged ones and
the crust to the poor. I wonder if the
government will be able to wipe out
poverty in the long run.
The Victim
Sara wok

WHERE TO SEEK THE
TRUTH

M

THE MALAYSIAN
ECONOMY OF 198~

T

he recovery of our country's
economy perhaps is a triumph to
most people especially those
working in the government sector and
the businessmen. However, it is not a
bed of roses for farmers, fishermen,
daily1)aid workers and the lowly-paid
employees. While we have the rich in
mind, we must consider the poor. Other·
wise they will become the victims of our
own eoonomic system. The pay-rise for
those in the government sector is a great

ost individuals like myself
read as reading h a convenient
way of seeking understanding
and attaining knowledge. Reading widely
helps a person in developing convictions
in matters such as sincerity and hypocrisy, honesty and dishonesty, wisdom
and stupidity and fairness and injustice.
When we read about local politics of
today - tlle players, their words and
their actions, we (or at least f) can't help
but seriously question ourselves (myself)
about the character and integrity of
many of the so-called political leaders in
Malaysia. For example, some of these
leaders would tell the people to respect
one another, regardless of race or
religion but soon would say things that
hurt the feelings of others. Again, some
of t11em would proudly (blindly is tlle
right word actually) declare that they
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were elected through a democratic
election but never point to the fact that
the value of one vote in many rural areas
is grcatc.r than that in the few urban
territories in Malaysia (unlike many
other nations of the world where voters
po~ss the same "weigltt" regardless of
the location they vote). Or they would
attempt to justify their words and
actions so that they can stay in power
for as long as they want. ignoring the
realities facing them. And tbere arc those
who simply refuse to admit that discrimination prevails in our society, especiaily in education and business. Even when
buying a house one encounters discrimi·
nation.
The political predicament in Malaysia
is further aggravated by the crippling
control of the mass media which denies
the individual tlte opportunity and the
freedom to find the answers to the many
relevant and disturbing questions he or
she has in mind. The television, radio
and newspapers here do not play their
role correctly in presenting a truthful
and balanced view of political events,
both local as well as international. They
do not carry out thear work with
ptupose and objectivity. So, where do
the ordinary (powerlc5S). educated in·
dividuals go ro before they decide as to
which politicians are right OJ' wrong? In
this respect, Aliran, for one, deserves
credit for striving lwd to inform the
public without fear or favour. Unfortunately, not many people in this
country know or read Aliran publications. So far, attempts to get a lice nce
from the present government for Aliran
to publish in the national language has
failed. I feel that reading Aliran has now
become a privilege rather than a right.
Such is the depressing state prevalent in
our country at the moment - lots and

lots of government p1:opaganda but very
few channels available for the people to
check and verify, a necessity before they
decide what is good for themselves and
their country. So where can one find
the answers?
Joseph Goh

Me/aka

GOOD MOVE

I

t was a happy occasion to have read
that the government has introduced
the Chinese and Tamil languages in
secondary schools. This is indeed a
laudable move and a step in the right
direction. This move is long overdue; it
should have been implemented much
eulier. However, there is still room for
improvement. For instance the Chinese
and Tamil languages should also be
taught in the Primary School. There is
nothing like learning a language in the
euly yeus. Children are receptive for all
knowledge and they can leun languages
fast. The government at long last is geuing its machinery towards national unity.
Education is a tool through which unjty
of the vuious races can be fostered.
There are other areas that the government must taclde to bring about total
unity and happiness.
Toward Freedom in Demoaacy.
Wen AI
KUJila Lumpur

IN SOLIDARITY

F

rom afar, we offer all of you our
heartfelt support; keep up the
fantastic job and when 1 return, I
shall join your ranks.
God bless and may peace be with

ALJRAN.

LK
Scotland

TO THE
SUPERINTENDENT,
KAMUNTING DETENTION
CENTRE

I

came to know that the detainees at
your camp (ISA Detainees} can write
only 3 letters weekly to their families

or friends. At Cttst I thought that this
was a restriction. But later I came to
know it was not beauae at a Human
Rights seminar recently, our JGP Tan Sri
Hani.ff Omar said that aU facilities were
given to the detainees. As a result, 3
letters weekly for a detainee is not a
restriction, as I thought before. It was
because the authoritie& don't have
enough letter pads. I agree that our
government can't afford to buy letter
pads. We have over 60 billion ringgit
debts throughout the wodd. With these
difficulties around, our government has
to cook daily for the detainees. Our
government has to spend a lot for the
detainees. As a result, it makes sense that
our government can't afford to buy
more letter pads for the ISA detainees.
And so, I am sending ~me letter
pads here. Please distribute them to the
ISA detainees equally. Please remmd me
if these pads are finished, I can send
some more.
Thanks for the cooperation.
Appalasamy

Pahang

MALAY UNITY- "MAKING
A MOUNTAIN OUT OF A
MOULD"

P

olitical leaders within the BN have
of late been making a nuisance of
themselves by teWng the world
that Malay unity is essential to the
stability of Malaysia, otherwise the
country's
peaceful
political
and
economic cti.mate may be destroyed and
the people will suffer. Alatas, and Youth
Organizations,
particularly
Anwar
Ibrahim's ABIM have abo joined in the
Malay Unity issue.
H one traces the political history ot
the country, there has atways been
Malay disunity as weD as Chinese disunity since the olden days.
Then came the Malayan Union issue
which affected the Malays in general and
the Rulers in particular. Out of this came
the great rescuer - the late Dato Onn
Jaafar who ralljed the Malays throughout
the length and breadth of the country to
frght the Malayan Union. He sacrificed
his time, energy and wealth to lead the
crusade and he succeeded in getting what
I term as the greatest achievement in
terms of Malay unity in our history. The
British had to scrap the Malayan Union
and the first step towards Independence
was laid. Malay unity was further
strengthened and the integration of the
Malays, Chin.ese and Indians bloomed
under the leadership of Tunku Abdul
Rahman Putra AI·Haj who freed the
country from the British.
The Federal Constitution which
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granted aU the rigbu of the various nces
in the country wu widely accepted..
Thus peace, rac:ia1 harmony and un4erstanding prevailed. Then PAS cune and
the beginnlns of the Malay diaunity
started. So today UMNO can nevu bout
of rep.retenting the Malays anymore
because of Islam. The two Malay-balled
parties bave been trying to show the
Malays which is the true Islamic party.
Ma.l ay disunity agxavated further with
the entry of BERJASA, HAMIM and
ABIM indirectly under Anwar Ibrahim
who is now one of VMNO's strongmen.
ABIM is now part and parcel of UMNO.
Its religious and other aocial activities are
now questionable.
Malay unity was further d.isrupted
during the ConatitutionaJ Crisis started
by Dr Mahathir when he introduced Bills
to grab the EmerJency powers similar to
that introduced by Marcos. We then had
UMNO Malays led by him on one side
and the Rulers' Malays on the other.
Thus the country wu in near chaos
because the Malays who fought the
Malayan Union djd not agree with the
Malays who supported the Mahathlr
Union later. Thank God. God came to
the rescue. AD's weD that ends weD.
There is a saying "Man proposes; God
disposes".
We must face tlle fact that the
various races in the coantry are split very
widely. We have Malay disunity, Chinese
disunity and other smaller group of races
divided among themselves. The people
are divided because tlle leaders themselves are divided because these leaders
are more "wealth oriented". The
"people oriented" leaders during the
days of Bapa Malaysia, Tun Razak and
Datuk Hussein Onn are gone. Now we
have more slogans which are nothing but
slogans only.

The BCA (Bcrsih, Cekap, Amanah)
wruch if practised sincerely' will rid the
country of debts - debts wrueh cauae
the people's pride and prestige to be low.
Not only adults but even childre,ll in
their mothers' wombs are mortgaged
despite the wealth God has given us.
So let those who speak ao much
about Malay unity be more sincere and
practise the RUKUNEGARA which has
taken a back seat since SEMARAK and
SETIA! Malay unity is the theme but in
actual fact it is UMNO uruty. There ue
some who want to keep what they have
earned and there are thote. who want to
get back what they have lost. Th.e re are
also some who want to try their luck in
politics.
So go back to the RUKUNEGAR.A.
The SEMARAK' and SETIA ue to unite
factions within UMNO and not the
people. If we persist on the two "S"
in the SEMARAK arul SETIA we will
end ~Pas" ASSES".
"GOD BLESS MALAYSIA"

Ismail Hashim
Penang

THE ECONOMY

PRIVATISATION AND
THE PUBLIC GOOD
Privatisation tnay not work for public good. It
can lead to undesirable social and economic effects.
In this article, saudara Tong Veftg Wye examines
the basis for privatisation and questions the wisdom
of such a policy. Is the private sector more efficient
in providing certain services or is it motivated by
profits and self-interests? Does it solve the root
causes of the problems? If not, what remedial
measures should be taken ?

he concept of privatisation was first
initiated as government policy about
four years ago with the usual Jack of
public consultation. At that time it
was an idea which, though already
practised in certain other countries, was new in
Malaysia. For better or for worse it was an idea
which bore some novelty. A few years down
the road today, privatisation is stiU part of
government policy and has been partiaUy
implemented - mainly through the privatisation
of telecommunication services.
At the time of its inception many held
reservations as to the wisdom of the policy. It
is doubtful whether the basis of those reservations
has been proven ill-founded today. If anything
the arguments against the prlvatisation of public
services remain valid. There has been little to
convince us of the advantages of privatisation.
One might add that we now have even greater
reason to fear privatisation. A few years ago the
term quite clearly meant what it was supposed
to, namely, that it would involve the handing
over of certain public sector activities to to the
private sector - an exercise in economic'
management. We now know however, how
real the possibility is for privatisation to mean
something else and that is the accruement of
benefits or contracts to private companies or
individuals who are well connected with the powers
that be - k exercise in economic mismanagement.
Without a doubt tnere exists a close relevance
between privatisation on the one hand and the
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public good on the other. For the privatisation
which is referred to here is privatisation of the
public services such as telecommunications, power
supply, rail transport and the postal services. The
relevance lies in the contradiction between the
priorities of private business concerns and the
needs of the general populace. Because the
government is supposed to function as a trustee
of the people in overseeing its (the people's) welfare,
the public sector must necessarily exist and function
with the people's interests high in its priorities.
The private sector has no such obligation to the
people. Production growth and profits are its
prime objectives, rather than public welfare.
The private sector has never been seen as working
for or towards public good providing service to
the public without profits in mind. That is why the
public sector is sometimes referred to as the public
service while nobody refers to the private sector
as the private service.
Having said this, we should examine the reasons
given for the government's move to privatise. We
shall then suggest alternatives to privatisation and
steps which should be taken in order to remove the
root causes which in the first place gave rise to the
move to privatise. The main reasons given for
privatisation are two fold. First, that the public
~ctor is inefficient. Since private sector
organisations are generally recognised as being
more efficient, privatisation of public bodies will,
it is hoped, inject the efficiency desired into the
erstwhile public entities. Second, and probably the
more pressing of the two reasons, the public sector
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.. Ja tile eveat of the
privatt.attoa of Malayan
BaDway (K.TM) •••wlth ao
coapetltiOa to eontend
wltb, the c:entrill motive
for malntalnlag blgll
effldenc:y and productivity
Is lost.
has become too great c. ftnancial burden on the
government. Not on!y has it become a huge
financial drain but it has also led to excessive
government spending thus contributing to
inflation. It is argued that we should therefore cut
back through privatisation.
It is true L.lat in the private sector work gets
done faster. The work is comparatively more
intensively produced and hence productivity is
higher. One of the main reasons for this is
competition. Private sector bodies have to remain
competitive in order to not only stay afloat but
also to make sure that business is profitable.
Indeed it would be most desirable from the private
business point of view to acquire the highest
possible profiL And the way to do that is to at
least be competitive with others. But It is now
quite clear that the manner in which privatisation
is being pursued does not lead to a situation in
which competition prevails. AJthough STM now
runs the country's telecommunication services it
remains the only company doing so. n has no one
to compete with. The same situation will arise in
the event of the privatisalion of Malayan Railway
(KTM) just as it would wilh the National Electricity
Board (LLN). With no competition to contend
with, the central motive for maintaining high
efficiency and productivity is lost. Instead of
competition there is monopoly. In this sense it
becomes irrational to argue for the privatisation
of a public service in order to achieve greater
efficiency.
This problem is not only faced here but also
in Britain where telecommunications service too
has been privatised and i"S operated by a company
called British Telecom. According to a report
published in the STAR of :!2nd September J987.
Britjsh Telecom retains vmual monopoly of
teleconununications. Despite limit"d competition
from another company called Mereu• ~
Communications there is Widespread public
discontent about inflated charges, delays lor new
phones and delayed telegrams -complaints not
entirely unfamiliar to us here. Privatisalion did
not seem to have enh3J1ccd efficiency. In fact
surveys have tndicated that British Telecom is
regarded as the worst of the public services.
Btitish Telecom has even bren coined British
'Tele-con'. There is even concern within the British

government that public backlash against British
Telecom will jeopardise the government's whole
privatisation programme, particularly the proposed
sale of electricity and water.ln Malaysia the public
has yet to be convinced of the benefits of
privatising telecommunications. The public has yet
to be convinced of its 'public good.'
ll is of course not the intention here to suggest
that the government improves its privatisation
programme by creating competition among various
companies, each-with a share in the market for
telephones or rail transport or electricity. Such
basic public services should not be privatised in
the first instance. But it is the point here to show
that the argument for efficiency is seriously
weakened through the absence of competition.
Needless to say , it simply becomes repugnant if it
should happen that a major privatised contract
is awarded to a politically favoured tenderer
through a tender process that was not fair and
proper. New levels of decadence would then have
been reached. That is why the government is obliged
to prove beyond all doubt that its letter of intent
to United Engineers {M) Sdn Bhd for the North·
South Highway contract was absolutely above

Needless to say. it simply
becomes repugnant if it
should happen that a
major privatised contract
is awarded to a poUticaUy
favoured tenderer ....
board. The public has the right to know for it
will eventually have to bear the monumental cost
of the project. The public has tlte right to know
that its basic right to honest government has not
been infringed.
As indicated earlier competitiveness and
profitability are two cornerstones of any private
business enterprise. These two traits contribute
in large measure to greater efficiency of the private
sector. However, the fact remains that the profit/
self-interest motive is still a motive the basis of
which is antithetical to the idea of public service.
It is hardly conceivable that a private company
in charge of power supply should be equaUy keen
on providing electricity to both urban and upper
class areas and rural and lower income localities.
Where investment incentives are real and tangible
in one, they are less so in the other. Where profits
and investment returns can be gained in the short
term in one. worthwhile returns may take a long
time in the other. Where wealthier consumers
have the money to make their demands effective,
their poorer counterparts lack the money to make
their basic needs felt. Clearly, rural development
and poverty eradication and other such social
goals can only be pursued effectively as pact of
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conscious policy by a responsible government.
It Is more logical to expect the public sector to
establish schools, health service~. water pipelines
and roads in poorer underdeveloped areas than for
acquisitive private concerns to do the same. In
this sense, in a developing country like Malaysia,
privatisation may well be a luxury that we cannot
afford.
Apart from effic1ency and productivity we are
told that certain government bodies have to·be

-

pnvaused because they have become a strain on
the public treasury. We are also told that since
government revenue IS low in these recessionary
times the financial burden has to be lightened.
Therefore the way out is to privatise. This is an
uneresting argument because it raises two important
questions. First, why has the public sector become
such a great financ1JI strain on pubhc revenue?
,\ nd second, is the prevalent low government
revenue wholly attributable to the world economic
~lnwdown? In both cases, tS privatisation a solution
tn the root causes of the problem or is it yet
another dose which merely treats the symptoms
of the illness?
One cannot deny that part of the reason for
the growth and formation of various government
bodies has been a genuine desire on the part of
the government to bring development to the poor
and to reduce disparities. Indeed it is partly the
result of such a des1re that poverty 111 M.tlaysia is
not as Widespread and intense when compared to
many other developing countries. This pursuit of
noble social goals has given rise to the need for
setting up vanous governml.!n t bodies. This however,
cannot account for the existence of a bloated and
burdensome public sector. In fact it is unlikely that
an over-si1ed bureau-·racy is needed for genUJne
and well-balanced development .
Ironically, it is sometimes the implementation
of the New Economic Policy (NEP) which embodies
certain laudable objectives, that hn~ resulted in the
excessive growth and formation of v.lfious statutory
bodies. The desire to create a Bumiputta middle
class has sometimes meant that the government
service is seen as a ready source of employment
fur Bumiputra graduates. For many years an
expanding economy f.Jush with funds made it
possible for the civil service to continuously create
posts for rising numbers of both graduates and
non-graduates. With employment based on political

rather than actual need , it was inevitable that
certain functions or positions would be filled
twice over. In fact it might even be argued that
it was politically necessary to do so in order to
avoid the potential dangers of graduate
unemployment - something which is becoming
evident today. At the same time government bodies
were established with the aim of directly fostering
the gr<?wth of a Bumiputra business and indu~trial
middle c~~s. This coupled with the use of the civil
service as a source of employment has contributed
to an overgrown bureaucracy which naturally
becomes a burden in lean times. On top of that it
is unlikely that concentration on the middle class
and urban elite will ultimately lead to the worthy
goal of reducing racial and income disparities.
Concentration on the middle and upper classes is
a point to which we shall later return.
It should be clear at this point that the
implementation of certain government policies
has had a significant effect on the creation of an
unwieldy public sector. And now when the public
sector is suffering from the effects of such
implementation and economic recession it has
to be amputated for private management. There
is little reason to be convinced that amputation by.
expedience will benefit the public. When it co~es to
the economy however, and low government revenue
it is not so much the implementation of policy as
it is the policy itself which has created problems.

-

It should by now be common knowledge that
one of the basic weaknesses of the economy is its
vulnerability or high trade dependency. No
economy can be an island but high dependency is
highly undesirable. Our economy is open and is
particularly dependent upon the developed
countries. In 1980, exports comprised 60% of
the Gross Domestic Product (GOP) in Malaysia
as compared to corresponding figures of 37%
for South Korea , 31% for Indonesia , 25% for
Thailand and 14% for Japan . In 1982 exports
of goods and services comprised 50% of the GDP
while imports of goods and services were 54%
of the total final expenditure. Our continued
and persistent concern over the availability of
ex port markets for palm oil, crude oil, gas, timber,
rubber and tin, our recent decision to pump up
oil output to generate oil funds, gives us no reason
to assume that the economy is any less dependent
today. Apart from a world economic slowdown
it is this vulnerability in our own economy that
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at 1eut bean a equal-. of the blame for why
pubUc revenue iJ today at a low ebb and why the
spectre of privati.lation bas \)ceil invoked.
Apart from dependency another conspicuous
characteristic of the Malaysian economy is that it
is a market econo~ which tends and does give
rise to the well-off and the not so well-off. It is
an economy the tenor of which is detennined
much more by the demands of the middle and
upper classes than by the requirements of the
poorer majority. Formidable though the
consumptive powers of the better off may be
they are nevertheless not without limits. With
their basic needs met they tend to save much
greater proportions of their incomes than the
poorer majority who at the same time do not
have enough money to make effective their basic
requirements. To a large extent therefore, their
market remains only a potential. The tendency
is thus towards an excess of savings and underconsumption. In such a situation there is a lack

more than likely that privatised services will
continue to place empbasiJ on the more well-to-<lo
segment of society. From this viewpoint
privatisation cannot be considered a public good.
There is yet another reason why we do not
think that privatisation of public services will be
in the public good in the long run. The replacement
of the service ethic by the dictates of business and
profits means that values such as acquisitiveness,
the supreme dominance of self-interest in social
life and materialism will be consolidated. In a time
and age of rising crime, corruption, drug and sexual
abuse these are hardly values to be encouraged.
The question now remains as to what steps may
be taken instead of privatisation. In as far as the
running of the public services is concerned,
reformatory measures undertaken to improve
performance are preferable to privatisation. For a
start there should be a review of the wage
conditions of civil servants particularly the lower
salaried workers. The large income disparity
between the upper echelons of the civil service
and the lower ranks is inimical to the raising of
levels of efficiency and productivity. If
opportunity for improved wage conditions can
be reflected in more equitable salary scales then
perhaps the morale and self-respect of civil servants
can be lifted to the benefit of overalJ performance.
On the other hand upgrading the economic
position of the lower and middle sectors may not
in itself strengthen the incentive to work if
promotions and rewards are not given in recognition
of good work done. Merit, industry and ability
must be given emphasis in the public sector. The
perception of the civil service at the moment
parallels that of a milking cow which will always
provide benefits regardless of whether or not one
works for it. Such perception and artitude must
change both wlthin and without the service. Praise
and reward must be given where due just as sloth
and inefficiency must be discouraged. In this
connection both civil servants and the public at
large should be educated on what is expected of
the civil service.
But if superiors in the civil service are expected
to exercise greater vigilance over the performance
and progress of their staff tllen they have to ensure
that their own performance qualifies them to lead
by example. It is sometimes argued that there can
bP. no better reason for people to be honest and
conscientious in their work than for them to be
influenced by high levels of competence and
integrity in their superiors. Nevertheless we all
know tllat it is always diff1cuJt to coax and cajole
good work ethics into workers even if they are in
high positions of responsibility- or perhaps one
should say especially if they are already in high
positions of responsibility. This is why since 1983
Aliran had proposed the formation of an
Ombudsman whose responsibility it would be to
re~ive, investigate and act upon public complaints

of incentives to re-invest the savings of households

and businesses. Left to itself the economy will
run down. This is where the government steps
in as a stabilising force.
Since, because of unequal distribution of
income the economy is unable to keep itself
afloat the government provides a boost by
absorbing excess savings using it on investment
projects or public consumption. However, not
aJI the investments or expenditure will yield returns.
And af most of the money is spent mainly on the
demands of the middle and upper classes then
agam hope is beang placed on that segment of
society which seems unlikely to pull the economy
through anyway. The economy becomes top heavy .
Indeed the urban and wealth bias in our
development strategies is tangible enough.
Government financing thus runs into deficit. One
thing leads to another as income disparHies result
in a lack of internal cohesion or self-reliance in
the economy which in turn contnbutes to high
depeJldence on the external sector. If commodity
price~ arc good, if terms of trade are favourable
and debt servicing ratios are not high then the
vulnerability of the system is obscured and papered
over. But if like now, such conditions do not prevail
then the cracks appear and we are told it is a
recession and that we need to privatise.
foregoing argument although by no means
comprehensive, would suggest that there is an
urgent need to redistribute income. This would
call for more attention to be paid to improve the
welfare of the less privileged groups not only as a
desirable humane goal but also out of necessity
to restructure the economy. Although such
measures may be unpopular with the entrenched
and the influential, it would, I believe, be in the
long term interest of the public. In this regard it
is difficult to see how privatisation of public services
v.ill help in turning the economy around. It is
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against perceived deficiencies in the civil service.
The status of this Ombudsman would be similar
to that of the Auditor General. Moreover the
establishm.ent of an effective Ombudsman for
public complaints would be a measure of the
government's COilllllittment to enhance the quality
of service to the public. It would also make the
civil service more accountable to the people.
Quite apart from the foregoing it would also
be desirable for civil servants of various ranks to
be involved in the decision making process. Even
if it is only relatively minor decisions like how a
certain department should be set up and run,
it would still be desirable to involve workers other
than just the department head and his assistants.
It is only logical that people will show greater .
initiative if they feel involved through discussion
and consensus instead of just being handed a
decision from above in a paternalistic manner.
With various measures available so spruce up
the efficiency of the public service it is by no means
inconceivable that respectable levels of performance
can be obtaincd without having to reson to
privatisation. But this in itself will not overcome
the problem of low government revenue. For this
certain changes will have to be made to the
economy.
Thus there will have to be greater .:mphasis on
basic needs and income redistribution iu oruer to
effect a more egalitarian mode
dc.:velopment,
food production must be increase(.) in order for
us to be self-reliant in this very basic need instead
of spending billions each year on food imports.
local development of sdence and technology will
have to be boosted in oruer io reduce ,dependence on
foreign sources with a view to exporting val ue
added manu factured products rather than raw
commodities. small and medium size(.) industries
shoulu be!;lllllC a more substantial component of
the economy and we must cut down on non'.'ssentials sud1 as impvrtcd luxury items as well as
huge pres11~iuus proJCL'tS. lifestyles too will have
to change . Our ob~cssion v.ith consumption of
goods and prouucts bc.:yond all rl.'asonable bounds
of need and s!mplicity will even wally have to
be tamed.
Ultimately ..:han!!e will have to come from both
individuals and the larger environment. TilUs whilc
individuals may have to alter consumption patterns
the governme1'lt will need 10 examine the role
played by auvertisc.:ments in whening consumer
appetites. While inuivJduals 111ay have to revie""
the p1>sition of val ues like modcJation :md
integrity in their lives rhe govern men! will need
to strengthen its hand against corruption and
con11icts of interest as wdl as its ClmHninment
·to public accountability. The future lies i1111Ur
hands and it is up to us to shape it a~ he!.t as
we can .
The abol'l' talk 1\'QS Kircn a/ file Jimun 1111 'Prim·
tisarion and rite Pub/it Good' em Sep1. :!7. J'W?7.

LATEST
FROMALIRAN

ISSUES
OF THE
MAHATHIR
YEARS

or

This book consists of press
statements, articles and short
speeches of ~an officials
written in the period from
October t 981 to December
1986 which coincides with
Dr. Mahathir's first 5 years as
Prime Minister. The important
subjects dealt with include
human rights and democracy,
fmancial scandals and the
Official Secrets Act. In fact
the compilation provides a
useful mirror of a critical
phase in Malaysian history ,
the resolution of which is not yet
over. The contents of this
volume will therefore remain
topical for months to
come.

•

PRICE: $11 .00
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.JUSTICE

SHELL
FUELS APARTHEID
Readers will recoUect that in the Aliran Montly voJ. 8: 7, 8 & 9, we carried a series of articles on the
evils of apartheid . The articles culminated with a call to boycott Shell which we alleged continues to
profit from apartheid. This boycott is part of an international campaign against Shell's involvement
in South Mrica.
Here , we carry in fuU , a letter from Shell Malaysia's Public Affairs adviser J. WANG GEN-s IE
explaining his company's position. It is followed by a rejoinder from Aliran.

SHELL
DENIES
FUELLING
APARTHEID

t

read your article on the situation
in South Africa with interest,
but was disappointed to see that
it culminated in a call to boycott
Shell products, based on incorrect
information.
Shell certainly does not support
apartheid . Far from supporting
apartheid, Shell is totally opposed
to it and has said so publicly on
numerous occasions. Shell wants
apartheid ended as quickly and
peacefully as possible. Where Shell
differs from its critics is in the
means to achieve this end.

Shell's position is not a pose just
in countries outside South Africa.

Shell South Africa's Chairman is an
outspoken critic of apartheid. He
has also called for the release of aU
political prisoners, the ending of
the ban on political organizations,
the cessation of detention without
trial of community and union
leaders and the commencement of
negotiations on the future with re·
presentatives of all South Africans.
Shell South Africa has run a series
of advertisements in the South
African press supporting press free·
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dom, freedom of association, and
the rights of all South Africans to
choose where they live and enjoy
political participation.
The allegation that Shell com·
panies outside South Africa are
supplying oil to South Africa is not
true. On the contrary, it is a matter
of fact that no Shell Group com·
pany outside South Africa supplies
crude oil to anyone in South
Africa. Shell fully respects the
destination embargoes placed on
crude by producer governments,
and routinely incorporates these

conditions into its contracts of on·
ward sale: All eight oil companies
operating in South Africa acquire
their oil from internationally traded
crude ·as well as from SASOL's oil·
from-coal plants.
If what is piesently Shell South
Africa was owned by someone else,
perhaps the South African Government, the same souices of supply
would be open to it. By law, all
petroleum companies in South
Africa are prevented from denying
supplies to the military, police,
or anyone else. Shell South Africa
is a mature company which does
not rely on its shareholders for in·
iections of funds; disinvestment
would merely mean transferring
title to the assets. Any new South
African owner would not necessariJy operate on the liberal Shell
principles and he would not have a
presence in countries all round the
world through which he can be
called to account for his actions as
Shell can, and frequently is.
You rightly say that there are
South Africans such as Oliver
Tambo who call for disinvestment,
saying that black people are prepared to suffer the econorruc hard·
ships that disinvestment would
bring. Equally there are leaders of
major groups in South Africa, such
u Chief Buthelezi, who are strongly
oppoled to disinvestment. He said
"When I condemn sanctions and
disinvestment I do so because I
have a mandate to do so and,
Jiving in the midst of black suffering as I do every day, I caMot in all
conscience contribute to furthering
the abject poverty and misery in
which the majority of South
Africans exist."
Directly and through afflliates,
Shell South Africa has 8,000 employees, the majority of whom are
black. There also some 2000 pensioners, and numerous agents,
dealers, contractors and others.
There, u here in Malaysia, Shell
has a tesponsibility to all of these
people and their dependents. Shell
employees in South Africa have
chosen to work and build their
careers in an organization which
gives equal opportunity to all its
employees and which is committed
to racial equality.

Shell South Africa is run on the
same business principles u Shell in
Malaysia, principles of which we are
very proud. By its stand Shell
South Africa played an important
part towards breaking the system of
black migratory labour by making
the provision of family houses on
site a condition of a major project.
It has uniquely developed black
businesses, black agents and service
operators in white communities and
black supervisors of white sales
staff in Shell's district organisation.
The largest black business in
South Africa, the 100,000 member
Southern Africa Black Taxi Association, with combined assets of
over one billion Rand, owes a great
deal to the help and support of
Shell South Africa. The development of a black entrepreneurial and
middle class is essential to the
future of South Africa and Shell is
contributing very positively to it.
You call for a boycott of Shell
products, singling out Shell from
among all the oil companies
involved. There is no black boycott
of Shell in South Africa. The call.

from Shell's black employees,
dealers and customers is to stay in
South Africa, with the black com·
munity looking to Shell South
Africa for support.
Shell South Africa has the
largest market share with the black
community, some eight percent
above its national average and
rising. During the Soweto disturbances of 1986, Shell vehicles were
among the very few that could
enter Soweto freely and undama·
ged, and the record suggests that
Shell property has been singled out
for protection by the black com·
munity and not damaged.
As I said at the outset, Shell is
unequivocally opposed to apartheid. Where we differ from some of
our critics is on the best means of
ending it peacefully. We do not
believe that ir is in line with the
normaJ balanced and rational mode
of argument espoused by Aliran
to call for a boycott of those who
genuinely differ from them on the
best means to achieve the same end.

•

K.L. 6th Jan 1989

I tell White South Africans once again
that apartheid is an evil and cruel
thing, no matter how it is dressed up.
It is quite contemptuous of the rights
of others. It professes to benefit all
impartially, and to exact the cost &om
all impartially, but that is a lying
profession. It declares that black men
have no rights in "white" areas, when
those same black men have helped to
build those same "white" areas. It
puts restraints on black people, on
their freedom of possession and
movement, that white people would
find intolerable. What white person
would tolerate having to seek
permission from some white
commis•ioner for his aged father and
mother to come and Uve with him?

ALAN PATON
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hell does not support apartheid . . . Shell is totally
opposed to it . . . Shell
South Africa 's chairman is an outspoken critic of apartheid .
True. Shell is opposed to aparthetd . We know that. Margaret
Thatcher is also against apartheid
except that she wants to continue trading with the apart heid
regtme. She wants to keep Btitish
investm:nb 111 that apartheid State.
She is quite happy to provide direct
and indirect economic support to
the apartheid leadership. But of
cour~e Mrs Thatcher is against apartheid. In the meantime she is
ptepared to help keep apartheid
alive and kicking.
Shell is doing the same thing.
By calling for the release of political prisoners or for the endin~ of
the ban on political organizations,
Shell South Africa (SA) is not
really challenging the fundamental
power-structure of the apartheid
regime. In fact, Shell SA 's public
pronouncements have had very
little impact upon the Pretoria
regime. Even its (Shell SA's)
chairman
John
Wilson.
has
admitted, "We have lost our naive
belief that we as a multinational
can pressurise the legislature to
break down the barriers of apartheid."
However, it is not because Shell
is naive. Shell simply does not want
to destroy apartheid because it
pronts from apanheid. This is why
Shell SA has often discouraged even hampered - effective action
from being taken against apartheid
laws and policies. Recently, in
1988, it prevented Shell workers
from protesting against the silenc-

ing of COSATU (a confederation of
trade unions) and the introduction
of the new Labour Relations Bill.
This prompted a COSATU Spokesperson, Sydney Mafumadi to state
that Shelrs claim to be contriburing
to the destrucuon of apartheid
should
he
"rej,•cted
with
contempt. "
SheU"s way ol lighting apartheid
- rhctmic-whiclr ts tTOt backel.loy
meaningfl~l action
reminds US-OL
something which the grea t tlllvelist
and thinker, Leo Tolstoy once said.
"'I sit
on a

man 's back
choking him
and making
him carry

me yet assure myself and
others thar I am sorry for him
and wish ro lighten !Jis load by
all possible means - except by
getting ofT his back."
1. No Shell Group company outside South Africa supplies crude
oil to anyone in South Africa.
Shell has always protested its
innocence in this mauer. And yet
when evidence is provided of delivery of oil to South Africa from
places like Brunei, (whose petroleum production and distribution
is controlled by Shell) through
complex supply routes, Shell does
not seem to be willing to act firm·
ly against the offending middletraders. We are referring to cases
where anti-apartheid groups have
made public the names of such
offenders. Shell has no excuse for
not acting.
It is important to observe in
this connection that way back
in J976 when Shell was accused of
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supplying crude uil to lan Smith's
Rhodesia against whom the UN
Security Council had imposed a
mandatory oil embargo, the President of Shell said. "No company
in which Shell has imerests. delivers
oil ro Rhodesia"
However. in 197Q "if was
ret•ealed rhat Shelllwd supplied its
Rhodesian branell with uil and that
ill-SO doing /tad comciortsly-broken
r.be mandawry UN embargo. The
transact ions were· shroudea ii1.a veil
vf secrecy ".
3. By law, all petroleum companies
in South Africa are prevented from
denying supplies to the military .
police or anyone else.
One could respond to this sort
of argument by staung simply that
if a pert roleu m company has any
moral prtnctples 11 would nol want
tu supply oil to the military or
police of an apartheid regime. ll
would therefore get out of South
Africa in order to keep its integrity
intact.
Of course. others may continue
to supply oil to the military and
police and Pretoria's brutal suppression of the rights of the black population will not diminish one bit.
But Shell shou ld not use this as a
justification for its policy of
supplying oil to the regime. Shell is
responsible for its own actions. It
has to account - in the ultimat;
analysis
to its own conscience
and God. If Shell is totally opposed
to apartheid - as n claims to be then it would not hesitate to act on
the basis of lofty ethical principles,
regardless of what other petroleum
companies are doing in South
Africa .
After all, during the Second

-.

World War, petroleum companies in
Britain and the United States
went ahead with their own embargoes against "lazi Germany.
Whether or not others were already
boycotting the Nazi regime was a
secondary constderation. It was the
question of right and wrong that
mattered most.
In the case of Shell SA, it not
only continues to supply large
quantities of fuel to the military
and police, but defends this supply
by organizing its own security
under the Ke} Points Act and
cooperates with the nuhtary u1
other ways such as paying con·
scripts' wages.
4. EquaUy there are leaders of
major groups in South Africa such
as Chief Buthelezi, who are strongly
opposed to disinvestment.
It is a pity that Chief Buthelezi
of all people has been trotted out as
an example of someone opposed to
disinvestment. Buthelezi has so
little credibility within the antiapartheid movement in South
Africa and elsewhere. Because of
his readiness to support some of the
cunning, deceptive pohc1es of the
miJlOrity W11itc regime in Pretoria.
ile is viewed in various circles as a
stooge of the regime. Buthelezi, for
instance, supported the meaningless
local government elections for
Black townships which the Pretona
regime conducted recently.
It is not just leaders hkc Oliver
Tambo of the African National
Congress (ANC) who endorse disinvestment. The Nobel Peact:
laureate Archb1shop Desmond Tutu
is a strong supporter of disinvestment anJ economic sanctions. He is
committed to non-violent change in
South Africa. Tutu realises that if
non-violent economic measures do
not succeed, then radical violence
will create a deep divide Within the
post-apartheid society in South
Africa. The Reverend Allan Boesak
is aiso an advocate of disinvestment
and economic sanctions.
It is quite possible th<l! disinvestment will increase economic hardships amongst a section ot the black
population in the short run. But
isn.t the black population suffenng
enough even now as a result of the
whole
system of apartheid?

Shouldn't we be concerned about
devising effective ways and means
of destroying the structures that
give Slrength and stamina to the
apartheid system'?
Control over petroleum re·
sources is undoubtedly one of the
strengths of the apartheid regime.
The regime's capacity to maintain
its economic engine and its war
maclune (war against the Black
majonty) depends to a great extent
upon oil. Shell SA is guilty of
aiding and abetting the apartheid
regime for the followmg reasons.
First, Shell is the overall oil market
leade1.
Second, the SAPREF Shell and BP
refmery IS the biggest in Africa refining much more of the embargoed
oil imports than any of the ot11er
three South Afric:an retinenes.
Third , Shell is the largest supplier
of fuel to the South African mili·
tary and police.
Fourth , Shell SA is helping to reinforce the racist regime's economic
resilence through its export ol
South Africa ·s thermal coal. In
19~6, Shell SA exported 22 per
cent of aU South Africa's thermal
coal

Fifth. Shell is also heavily uwolvetl
in gas, chemicals. base metab.
forestry and other sectors of the
economy. In thiS way, the company
ts playmg a key role in mamtaining
the economic viahllity of the apartheid regime.
Given liS dommant role in 1he
South African economy. a withdrawal of its mvestments would
have a huge impact upon the
policies of the apartheitl regime.
Other multinationals operatiJ1g 111
South Africa would also be forced
to re-consider their role tf Shell
acts. As South Alncan trade union
leader Cyril Kamaphosa put it.
"Shell's withdrawal would b(! a trememlous psyclwlogtcal breakrhrougll. •·
TI1is also explains why we have
singled out Shell "from among all
rile oil companies invol~>ed ·: It is
Shelrs disinvestment which has the
best chance of forcmg the apartheid
regime to sit up anti re-1hmk its
bnJtal demal of political power to
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the majority of the populace.

5. By its stand Shell South Africa
played an important part towards
breaking the system of black
migratory labour by making the
provision of family houses o n site
a condition of a major project. It
has uniquely developed black busi·
nesses, black agents ...
There is no denying that Shell
SA has done a ~:crtain amount of
communuy and sociJI service to the
blact.. population.
However Shell S<\ perhaps dues
no1 reahse thai conununit} service
of this ~ort sumetunes only results
in the integration of the oppressed
into existing oppressive st rul:tu res.
It is the power ~truciUre of apartheid
wh1ch mcttlentally is not
affected one iota by community
c;ervice projects - wh1ch we must
first eliminate. l:hminatmg the
power structure ol npar1he1d means
transferring political. economic and
intellectual power from the whuc
minority regime 10 the people
regardless of the1r ethnic origin.
This is not bappcnlng at all.
In fact. while Shell SA has been
irnplementiug housmg schemes fur
1he Blacks and building businesses
lm them. the Pret•ma regime has
hcen pushms out tl 1e black popula·
!ton to ··s,•lj-goPermn;(' homelands.
This b. I he regime's devious way or
getlang ritl of 1he hlack popu la1 ion
so that the lJnion ..,f Smtih Africa
with liS 11ch mineral resnu1n·~ anti
well-develnped economic infrast rue·
lure W!>Uid become an ··exclu~il'<'
white :one·· w1th onl} while
citiLens.
If Shell SA wams to put a stop
to thb inhumanuy then 11 111ust be
prepau~d to w"ork With gcnumc anti·
apartheid groups dct er muted to
bnng the Pretoria regime tn ils
knees.

6. l11ere is no black boycott of
Shell in South Africa. The call from
Shell's black employees. dealers and
customers is to stay in South
Africa , ...
True. there is no blacJ.. boycott
of Shell 111 South Africa but that is
no1 difficult to understand. Shetrs
black cmpluyees and dea lers may
want Shdl 10 stay on in SoUih
Africa s1nce the1r very livelihood is
dependent upon 1ts continued pre-

sence in their country.
One should not expect a community that is dependent upon a
particular institution for its survival
to parncipate in an open confronta·
tion
against
the
institution
concerned. This will not happen at least not in the initial stages.
Slaves did not initiate the revolt
against slavery as a system of ex·
ploitation and oppression. Indeed,
it was not the slaves who brought
down the institution of slavery.
Various other social forces were
responsible for the eventual elimi·
nation of that inhuman institution.
It is not surprising at all that
Shell's employees and others with
links to Shell SA are not demanding
its withdrawal from South Africa.
But that does not in any way
uiminish the importance of a Shell
withdrawal. For the call for disinvestments is, in the ultimate
analysis, an ethical plea. Its validity'
is derived almost entirely from the
moral premises upon which the

global struggle against apartheid is
based.
7. SheU is unequivocally opposed
to apartheid. Where we differ from
some of our critics is on the best
means of en din! it peacefully.
As we have already hinted,
Shell's problem is that its deeds
betray its words. If Shell is

"unequivocany opposed to apar·
theid" why is Shell expanding its
economic activities in South
Africa? Recently, the candles divi·
sion of the company commissioned
a new sweating plant whicl1 will
reduce its dependence on imported
wax. The oil division of Shell has
also made a multi-million pound
investment in two new super service
stations. Shell also acquired a
timber-treating plant recently and
plans to use its eucalyptus plantations at Loring Ratray "as a basis

for further expansion and growth."
The company's minerals division
claims to be involved in base and
precious metals exploration. It is

reported that the Pering zinc and
lead mine completed its first full
year of operation in 1987 making
South Africa self-sufficient in base
metals.
Though most of this expansion
is due to Shell SA's reinvested
profits, the fact still remains that
that multinational is contributing
directly towards lhe strengthening
of the apartheid economy and the
apartheid state.
Why is Shell doing this? Is it
part of some mysterious strategy
aimed at liquidating the apartheid
system which we are not able to
fathom? No, the answer is actually
quite simple. Shell SA want~ to
continue to make money - as
much as possible. In J986 Shell
SA's total turnover was nearly
R 3000 million, making it one of
the biggest foreign companies in the
African continent. This is the main
reason why Shell has chosen to,
remain in South Africa.
•

iFYOUWANT.
TO OPPOSE APARTHEID:
BOYCOn SHELL BECAUSE
SHELL FUELS APARTHEID

... by providing supplies for the armed
forces and the police

... by breaking the UJtL~.- ....
against South Africa

... by mining and exporting South African minerals
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ARMS RACE

A BLAST
AGAINST
THE BOMB
Fear, suspense and nausea strike whenever British author MARTIN AMIS comtemplates life with
nuclear weapons. Here, he explains his inner turmoil and recounts the arguments with his father,
novelist Kingsley Amis.

was born on 25 August 1949: four days later, the
Russians successfully tested their first atom bomb,
and dele"ence was in place. So I had those four
carefree days. which is more than my juniors
ever had.
I didn't really make the most of them. J spent half
1he time under a bubble. Even as things stood, I was
born in a state of shock. My mother says I looked like
Or son Welles in a black rage. By the fourth day I had
recovered, but the world had taken a tum for the worse.
lr was a nuclear world.
To tell you the truth, I djdn't feel very well at all.
I \\as terribly sleepy and feverish. I kept throwing up.
I -was given to fits of uncontrollable weeping... When
I \\aS 11 or I:? the television started showing targetmaps uf south-east England: the outer bands of the
home counlles, the butrs-eye of London. I used to leave
the room as quickly as I could.
I didn't know why nuclear weapons were in my life
or who had put them there. J didn't know what to do
about them. I didn't want to think about them. They
made me feel sic!..
Now, 1n 1987, 38 years later, I still don't know what
to do about nuclear weapons. /\nd neither docs anybody
else. If there arc people who know, then I have not read
them. The extreme alternatives are nuclear war and
r''
ar disarmament. Nuclear war is hard to imagine;
, , is nuclear disarmament. (Nuclear war is certainly
the murc readily available.)
One docsn 't really see nuclear disarmament, does
one'> Some of the blue prints for eventual abolition I am thinkmg. for example. of Anthony Kenney's
.. theoretical deterrence" and of Jonathan Schell's
.. wcaponkss deterrence·•- arc wonderfully elegant and
seductive. but these authors are envisioning a political

I

world that is as subtle, as mature and (above all) as
concerted as their own solitary deliberations. Nuclear
war is seven minutes away, and rrugh1 be over in an
afternoon. How far away is nuclear disarmament?
We are waiting. And the weapons are waiting.
What is the only provocation that could bring about
the use of nuclear weapons? Nuclear weapons. What is
the priority target for nuclear weapons? Nuclear
weapons. What is the only established defence against
nuclear weapons? Nuclear weapons.
How do we prevent the use of nuclear weapons?
By threatening to use nuclear weapons. And we can't
get rid of nuclear weapons, because of nuclear weapons..
The intransigence, it seems, is a function of the weapons
themselves. Nuclear weapons can kill a human being a
dozen times over iQ a dozen different ways; and, before
death like certain spiders, Like the headlights of carsthey seem to paralyse.
am sick of them - I am sick of nuclear weapons.
And so is everybody else. When, m my dealings
with the strange subject, I have read too much or
thought too long I experience nausea, clmical nausea.
In every conceivable sense (and then, synergistically,
in more senses than that) nuclear weapons make you
sick. What toxicity, what power, what range. They are
there and I am here - they are inert, I am alive - yet
still they make me want to throw up, they make me
feel sick to my stomach; they make me feel as if a
child of mine has been out too long, much too long,
and already it is getting dark. This is appropriate, and
good practice .
Because I will be doing a lot of that, 1will be doing
a lot of throwing up, if the weapons fall and J live.

I
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Every morning, six days a week, I leave the house
and drive 1.5 kilometres to the flat where I work. For
seven or eight hours I am alone. Each time I hear a
sudden whining in the air or one of the more atrocious
impacts of city life, or play host to a certain kind of
unwelcome thought, I can't help wondering how it
might be. Suppose I survive.
Suppose my eyes aren't pouring down my face,
suppose I am untouched by the hurricane of secondary
missiles that all mortar, metal and glass have abruptly
become: suppose all this. I shall be obliged (and it's
the last thing I'll feel like doing) to retrace that long
journey home, through the firestorrn, the remains of
the 1000-kilometre-an-hour winds, the warped atoms,
the grovelling dead.
Then -God willing, if I still have the strength and,
of course, if they are still alive - I must fmd my wife
and children and I must kill them.
What am I to do with thoughts like these? What is
anyone to do with thoughts like these?

fmt became interested in nuclear weapons during
the summer of 1984. WeU , I say I "became"
interested, but really I was interested all along.
Everyone is interested in nuclear weapons, even those
people who affirm and actually believe that they never
give the question a moment's thought. We are aU
interested parties. ls it possible never to think about
nuclear weapons?
If you give no thought to nuclear weapons, if you
give no thought to the most momentous development
in the history of the species, then what are xou giving
them? ln that case the process, the seepage, is perhaps
preconceptual, physiological, glandular. The man with
the cocked gun in hls mouth may boast that he never
thinks about the cocked gun. But he tastes it all the
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time.
My interest in nuclear weapons was the result of a
coincidence. The two elements were impending
fatherhood and a tardy reading of Jonathan Schell's
classic, awakening study, 'The Fate of the Earth'. It
woke me up. Until then, it seems, I had been out cold.
I hadn't really thought about nuclear weapons. I had
just been tasting them. Now at last Tknew what was
making me feel so sick.
How do things go when morality bottoms out at
the top? Our leaders maintain the means to perform
the unthinkable, on our behalf. We hope, modestly
enough, to get through life without being murdered;
rather more confidently, we hope to get through life
without murdering anybody ourselves.
Nuclear weapons take such matters out of our hands:
we may die with butcher's aprons around our waists.
I believe that many of the deformations and perversities
of the modem setting are related to - and are certainly
dwarfed by - this massive pre-emption. Our mnral
contracts are inevitably weakened, and in unpredictable
ways. After all, what acte gratuit, what vulgar outrage
or moronic barbarity can compare with the black
dream of nuclear exchange?

argue with my father about nuC'!ear weapons. In this
debate we are all arguing with our fathers. They
emplaced or maintained the status quo. They got it
hugely wrong.
They failed to see the nature of what they were
dealing with - the nature of the weapons- and now
they are trapped in the new reality, trapped in the great
mistake. Perhaps there will be no hope until they are
gone.
Out on the fringes there are people who believe that
we ought to start killing certain of our fathers, before
they kill us. This reminds me of the noble syllogism
(adduced by ScheU) of Failed Deterrence : "He, thinking
I was about to kill him in self-defence, was about to kill
me in self-defence." Yes, and then he killed me in
retaliation, from the grave. Our inherited reality is
inftnitely humiliating. We must try to do a little better.
My father regards nuclear weapons as an unbudgeable
given. They will always be necessary because the Soviets
will always have them and the Soviets will always
want to enslave the West. Arrns agreements are no good
because the Soviets will always cheat. Unilateral
disarmament equals surrender. And anyway, it isn't
a case of "red or dead". The communist world is itself
nuclear-armed and deeply divided: so it's a case of
"red and dead".
Well, dead, at any rate, is what this prescription
seems to me to promise. Nuclear weapons, my father
reminds me, have deterred war for 40 years. I remind
him that no global abattoir presided over the centurylong peace that followed Napoleon's discomtlture in
1815. And the trouble with deterrence is that it can't
last out the necessary timespan, which is roughly
between now and the death of the sun. Already it is
falling apart, from within.
When I say that America is as much of a threat as
the Soviet Union my father categorises me as someone
who takes democracy lightly, who takes freedom lightly.
But of course it is the weapons themselves that are
the threat.
Ironically , an autocracy is much the better equipped
to deal with this question, because the question is
superpolitical. There is no one for the Soviets to deal
with - leaders of sharply deteriorating calibre, beset

I
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by democracy, by politics, and doing six-month stints
between mid-term elections, lame-duck periods and the
info~mal referenda of American public life.
And there is money, the money. It would seem, at
the time of writing, that the Soviet Union can't afford
to go on and that the United States can't afford to
stop.
Saul Bellow has written that there are certam evils war and money are the examples he gives- that have
the power to survive identification as evils. TI1ey
cheerfully continue, as evils, as known evils.
Could it be a further accomplishment of nuclear
weapons that they have united these continuations, in
a process ol terminal decay'! So the world ends in the
same way 'The Pardoner's Tale' ends, with the human
actors gone, leaving behind (though no one will find
them) the spent weapons and the unspent money.
the weapons and the money.
Anyone who has read my father's work will have
~ome idea of what he is like to argue with. When I told
him that J was writing about nuclear weapons, he
said, with a lill, "Ah. I suppose you're ... against them,
arc you?" /:,pater les bienpensants is his rule. (Once,
having been informed by a friend of mine that an
endangered breed of whales was being systematically
turned into soap, he replied, "It sounds like a good way
of using up whales." Actually he likes whales, l think,
but that's not the point.)
I am reliably ruder lO my father on the subJect of
nuclear weapons than on any other, ruder than I have
been to him since my teenage years. I usually end by
saying somethmg like, "Well, we'll just have to wait
until you old bastards die off one by one." lie usually
ends by saying something like, "Think of il. Just by
closing down the Arts Council we could significantly
augment our arsenal. The grants to poets could service
a nuclear submarme for a year. The money spent on a
single performance of 'Rosenkavalier' might buy us an
e:...tra neutron warhead. If we closed down all the
hospitals in Lnndon we could ... "The satire is accurate
ina way, for I am merely going on about nuclear
weapons; I don't know what to do about them.
We abandon the subject. Our sessions end amicably
We fall to <1dmiring my infant son. Perhaps he will
know what to do about nuclear weapons. I too will
have to die off. Perhaps be will know what Lo do about
them. It will have lobe very radical, because lhere is
notlung more radical than a nuclear weapon and what
it can do.
oon after 1 realised I was writing about nuclear
weapons, 1 further realised that in a sense I had
been writing about them all along. Our time is
different. All times are different, but our time is
different. 1\ new fall, an infinite fall, underlies the usual
- indeed traditional -presentiments of decline.
To take onJy one example, this would help explain
why something seems to have gone wrong with time
- with modern time; the past and future, equally
threatened, equally cheapened, now huddJe in the
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present. The present feels narrower, the present feels
straitened, discrepant, as the planet lives from day to
day.
It has been said - Bellow again -that the modem
situation is one of suspense: no one, no one at all,
has any idea how things will turn out. What we are
experiencing, in as rnuch as it can be experienced, is
the experience of nuclear war. Because the anticipation
- ScheU again - the anxiety, the suspense, is the onJy
experience of nuclear war that anyone is going to get.
The reality (different kinds of death, in a world
without discourse) could hardly be called human
experience, any more than such temporary sentience
as remained could be called human life. It would just
be human death. So tlus is it, this is nuclear war and it is ruining everything.
The "effects" of nuclear weapons have been
exhaustively studied, though of course nobody will
ever know their full extent. What are the psychological
effects of nuclear weapons? As yet undetonated. the
world's arsenals are already waging psychological
warfare; deterrence itself, for instance, is entirely
psychological (and, for that reason, entirely inexact).
The airbursts., the pre-emptive strikes, the massive
retaliations, the uncontrollable escalations: it is already
happening inside our heads. If you think about nuclear
weapons, you feel sick. If you don't think about them
you feel sick without knowing why. Nuclear weapons
repel all thought, perhaps because they can end all
thought.
For some reason, and it is no doubt an intriguing
reason, the bulk of imaginative fiction of the subject
belongs to the genres. Pentagon-and-Kremlin countdowns, terrorist or rogue-leader nail biters, love and
pain in the post-apocalyptic tundra.
Science fiction started concerning itself with
doomsday weapons long before such weapons were
ever mooted, and nowadays about one SF novel in
fou1 is set beyond the holocaust. Meanwhile, it is
astonishing how little the mainstream has had to say
about the nuclear destiny -a destiny that does not want
for complication, inclusiveness, pattem, paradox, that
does not want for interest. (Nuclear weapons have many
demerits, but drabness is not one of them.)
And yel the senior generation of writers has remained
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silent; prolific and major though many of them arc.
with writing lives that straddled the evolutionary
firebreak of 1945, they evidently did not find the
subject suggested itself naturally.
They lived 111 one kind of world, then they lived in
another kind of world: and they didn't tell us what
the difference was like. I recently asked Graham Greene
what the difference was like, and he satd that he had
never really thought about it. I do not count this as
any kind of defeat for Graham Greene, the most
prescient writer of our time. But I do count it as some
kind of victory for nuclear weapons.
Clearly a literary theme cannot be selected. cannot
be willed: it must come along at liS own pace.
Younger writers, writers who have lived their lives
on the other side of the firebreak, are beginning to
write about nuclear weapons. My impression is that
the subject resists frontal assault.
For myself.! feel it as a background. a backgrounu
which then insiwously foregrounds itself. Ma> be the
next generation will go further: maybe the next
generation will be more at home with the end ol the
world .... Besides, it could be argued that all wnting
- all art. in all times - has a bearing on nuclear
weapons-, in two important respects.
Art celebrates life and nor the other thing. not
the opposite of life. And art raises the stakes. increasing
the store of what might be lost .

write these words Ul Israel. Our group has 1ust visited
the Museum or the Holocaust. Our group has JUSt
cbmbed Masada. "Masada •·· whcreus the historicity
of the Masada story remains uncertain, its mylhopoeic
importance to the Jewish 1dea IS clear enough. (Hence
"the Masada complex", in fact a hawkish formulation
used to shore up Israeli maximal ism.) Suppression,
revolt. beleaguerment, mass suicide sacrifice. A
holocaust is a sacrifice, "a sacrifice wholly consumed
but the ... a whole burnt offering ... a complete
sacrifice .. .
TI1e northern view from the monstrous boulder of
Masada is one of elemental beauty. It makes you feel
what it is to live on a planet: it makes you feel what
it is to live on a larger, emptier. cleaner and more
mnocent planet than Earth.
Everything- the firm moutains to the left. the spurs
and undulations of the plain, the Dead Sea, the misty
heights of Jordan- is hugely dominated by the sky;
even the burnished acres of tltc water can retlect only
a fraction of the circumambient blue. In fact, the
biosphere is shallow: space, uu tcr space. is only an
hour's drive away (space is nearer than Jerusalem):
llut the Judean sky looks like infinity.
Bclo..... thc terrain 1s a terraut for war, conventional
\~ar conventional death. convenuonal wreckage, under
these same heavens. But another kind of war, a nuclear
11nc ( lt 10ught. with double vert1go), could wreck the
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desert surrounded by barbed wire and armed guards,
the supposed locus of Israel's border, an liour's drive
away, like space. For Israel, a nuclear weapon would
be a Masada weapon. That's what nuclear weapons are,
Masada weapons.
eanwhile they squat on our spiritual lives. There
may be a nuclear "priesthood", but we are the
supplicants, and we have no faith. The warheads
arc our godheads. Nuclear weapons could bring about
the Book of Revelations in a matter of hours; they
could do it today. Of course, no dead will nse; nothing
will be revealed (11othing meaning two things, the
absence of everything and a thing caUed norhing).
!:.vents that we call "acts of God" - floods, earthquakes,
eruptions - ~re Oesh·wounds compared to the human
act of nuclear war: a million lliroshimas. Uke God,
nuclear weapons are free creations of the human mind.
Unlike God. nuclear weapons are real. And they are
here.
The A·bomb is a L·bomb. and the arms race is a race
bet ween nuclear weapons and ourselves. It is them or us.
What do nukes do'? What are they for? Since when did
we all want to kill each other? If things don't go wrong,
and continue not going wrong the next millennium of
millennia (the boasted 40 years being no more than 40
weeks in cosmic time), you get ... What do you get?
What are we getting?
At the multiracial children's tea·party the guests
have. perhaps, behaved slightly better since the Keepers
were introduced. Little Ivan has stopped pulling
t-:etnab's hair. though he is still kicking her leg under
the table. Bobby has returned the cake U1at belonged
to tiny Conchita, though he has his eye on that sandwich
and will probably make a lunge for it sooner or later.
Out on the lawn the Keepers maintain a kind of order,
bu l standards of behavior are pretty well as troglodytic
as they ever were.
At best, the children seem strangely subdued or
off-color. Although they are aware of the Keepers, they
don't want to catch their eye. They don't want to think
about them. For the Keepers are 1000 feet tall, and
covered in gelignite and razor·blades, toting flame·
throwers and machineguns, cleavers and skewers, and
fiaing with rabies, anthrax., plague.
Curiously enough, they are not looking at the
children at all. With bleeding hellbound eyes, mouthing
foul threats and shaking their fists, they are looking
at each other. They want to take on someone their
own size ...
If they only knew it - no, if they only believed it the children could simply ask the Keepers to leave.
But it docsn 't seem possible , does it? [t seems - it
seems unthinkable. A silence starts to fall across the
lawn. The party has not been going for very long and
must last until the end of time. Already the children
arc weepy and feverish. They all feel sick and want to
go home.
e
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'ntis extract is from 'Einstein's Monsters', by Martin
Am is, published by Jonathnn Cape in Julv 1987.

I ate that Jay a juurnuhst from the ·Jerusalem
l'ost' wid me ab1>ut "the Warehouse .. , a building in the
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DETAINEES WATCH

p to a point, 1989 has had
a good beginning in terms of
ISA releases. Whether or not
the releases had any linkage to the
Ampang Jaya by-election is a
matter that deserves a bit of pon·
dcring on its own. But the fact
remains that within the month of
January there were two batches
of
release:;.
These mcludcd
d~tatnecs liJ...c Karpal Singh, P.
P~tto, Dt Kua Ki:.t Soong. Dr
Mohd Nasir llashim and KamaruzamaJ1 Ismail - a multi-racial
emancipation for what it is worth.
Yet it would be very inappropnatl' and even insensutvc to
think of the releases as an ·emancipatton ·. The detainees themselves
have empha~ised again and again
thut they do not regard themse-lves
fyee fnt the simple reason that they
have been released under stringent
conditions. which arc unjustified
and even laughable considering that
none have been tried and nothing
proven. This is certainly not
because the government lacks the
laws to put them on trial. The
oetainees just happened to fulfil
the need for sacrificial pawns m an
unending game of political machinations. Yet they were released
with conditions which, to an ingenuous outsider, would make them
appear to be highly dangerous
citizens of Malaysia. They are
not allowed to make statements to
the press, they have to report
regularly to the police, they are
not allowed to leave their areas of
residence without police permission
and like good sheep, they are
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ex pee tea to be home by I Upm
daily.
In the meantime the government's appeal against a ll igh Court
decision in November last year
to release Yeshua Jamaluddin on
grounds of unconstirutionality,
came up for hearing before the
Supreme Coutt. It is not only the
liberty of Yeshua that is hanging in
the balance, but also that of Philip
Cheong. Cheong was released on
bail not long following Yeshua's
release after the farmer's lawyers
raised similar arguments of unconstitutional detention. Dcciston by
the Supreme Court is pending. It
will be given in the form of a
wri11en judgement. TI1e bench
which presided was headed by
recently appointed Lord President
"without fear or favour'' Tan Sri
Abdul Hamid Omar.
However the most glaring thing
now is the .:ontinued detention of
opposition leader Lim Kit Siang
and his son Guan Eng. All those
detained under Operation Lallang
have been released except them. By
the time this is read, it would have
been the second year that they have
not been able to be reunited with
their family for the Chinese New
Year How would one feel to be in
the. shoes? How would one feel to
be the woman whose husband and
son both continue to be unjustly
held when others have been
released?
People, we know, can be very
apathetic. They can be unconcern·
ed, even untouched. But there are
certain truisms we cannot simply

disregard. Lim Kit Siang has done a
great deal in the struggle to check
corruption and maintain public
accountabtlity. lie is a man who has
given much energy and time to the
task of getting to the root of
scandals and bringing them into the
open. Where necessary, he pursued
such matters in court. lie has been
at the forefront of the endeavour to
stop governmental abuse of power.
Despite the odds, he has managed
to make Parliament more worthwhile. He had helped to make
democracy more meaningful in
Malaysia.
Whatever his weaknesses, these
surely are matters which arc in the
interest of all Malaysians regardless
of ethnic origin. The least we can
do now is to show that we ·have
not forgotten and that we do not
want this wrongful detention to
continue anymore.
Kit Siang's wife had the magna:
nimity to send a get-well card to
the Prime Minister after his
coronary by-pass despite all that
happened. Let us fmd it within
our hearts to do what we can to
call for the release of not only Kit
Siang and Guan Eng but also all
those ISA detainees who continue
to be held without triaL We can
write to newspapers and journals.
We can write to our MPs. We could
write to the Deputy Home Minister
or we could write to the Deputy
Prime Minister (since the Prime
Minister himself is convalescing).
For our own sake and that of
future generations the one thing we
have to Jearn not to do is to do
nothing.
•

TONG VENG WYE
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UGAMA

ang kita maksudkan dengan
melihat di sini adalah apa
yang disebut see dalam
bahasa lnggeris, yang oleh kamus
The Advanced Learners Dictionary
of Current English (1963) diertikan
sebagai, "be aware of by using the
power of sight". Maksudnya adalah
'"menyedari dengan menggunakan
kekua tan penglihatan". Persoalan
ini dianggap penting, sebab, entalt
kenapa, ada orang yang memprrsoalkan, bagaimana bentuk, jika
memang Tuhan itu ada.
Kewujudan Tuhan tidak dapat
discdari dengan menggunakan kekuatan penglihatan. Mengapa demikian? Unwk menjawab ini kita
pcrlu mengkaii mengapa kita dapat
mclihat. J. Yanll~l Ewusie Ph.D
dalam bukunya School Certificate
Biology For Tropical Schools
(1964) menulis, "When light enters
the eye and falls on the sense-cells
uf the retina, impulses are sent by
1hese cells along the optic nerve to
the brain, where they are illterpreted as a picture of the outside
world. Without light to stimulate
1he sel/se-cells of the ret ilia. we cannorse<' ".
Maksudnya. "Apabila cahaya
memasuki mata dan menimpa sci
perasa dari retina. rangsangan
dikirim oleh sel ini melalui saraf
optik ke otak. di mana ia akan dl·
reqen•ahkan sebagai gambar dari
dunia luar. Tanpa cahaya yang
akan mcrangsang sel perasa dari
retina, kita tidak dapat melihat."
Jadi syara t untuk terj:ldinya
pcnglihatan itu adalah mata t..:ta
me,u baik, sel perasa retina mesh
bruk, saraf optik mesti baik, dan
otak pun mesti baik. Bagi orang
siliat yang normal, syarar ini
rcrpenuhi. tetapi namun masih
bclum
bisa
melihat Tuhan.

Y

Mengapa?
Suatu benda itu kelihatan kerana
benda tersebut memancarkan gelombang elektromagnetik. Celombang elektromagnetik inilah yang
akan diterima oleh sel perasa retina.
Segala sesuatu yang dapat kita
lihat adalah yang memancarkan gelombang tersebut. Sesuatu yang
tidak memancarkan gelombang
elektromagnetik sudah pasti tidak
dapat kita lihat. Bukan itu saja.
Benda yang memancarkan gelombang elektromagnetik pun belum
tentu btsa kita lihat. Sebabnya
adalah kerana kemampuan mata
kita sangat terbatas.
Harlow (University of Wisconsin) McGaugh dan Thompson
(University of California) serta
Irvine dalam bukunya PSYCHOLOGY (1971) menulis, "Light
is a form of electromagnetic radiatiml. or radianr energy. Visible
light is a very small region of rile
total electromagneTic spectrum, or
range of wavelengths, which extens
jrom radio waves to visible light,
which has wavelengths in the range
of 380 (Piolet) to about 760 (red)
mi/lim icron s ".
Ertinya. "cahaya adalah satu
bcntuk pancaran elektromagnetik,
a tau tenaga sinaran. C'ahaya yang
kelihatan adalah daerah yang sangat
kecil dari keseluruhan spektrum
clektromagnetik, atau segala jarak
gelombang. yang berada di antara
gelombang radio dan cahaya yang
dapat dilihat yang mcmpunyai
panjang gclombang dari 380 millimicrons, untuk warna violet,
sampai 760 millimicrons. untuk
warna merah''. Satu micron adalah
!>llma dengan saw per scjuta meter.
Satu millimicron sama dengan satu
perseribu micron.
Memang sangat mcnarik sekali
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gelombang elektromagnetik yang
panjangnya lebih dari 760 milli·
microns tidak dapat dilihat oleh
mata kita, akan tetapi terasa oleh
kulit kita dalam bentuk rasa panas.
Ia disebut infra merah. Gelombang
infra merah inilah yang membuat
kulit kita terbakar.
Gelombang yang panjangnya
antara 760 millimicrons sampai
kira-kira 670 millimicrons akan
diterjemah.kan oleh otak manusia
sebagai merah. Sedangkan gelombang elektromagnetik yang panjangnya antara kira-kira 670 millimicrons
sampai
kira-kira
590
millimicrons akan diterjemankan
oleh otak manusia sebagai orange.
Antara kira-kira 590 millimicrons
sampai kira-kira 530 millimicrons
akan diterjemahkan sebagai kuning.
Dari kira-kira 530 millimicrons
sampai kira-kira 480 akan diterjemahkan sebagai hijau. Dari kirakira 480 sampai kira-kira 430 akan
diterjemahkan sebagai biru. Dari
kira-kira 430 sampai kira-kira 380
akan diterjemahkan sebagai violet.
Sedikit lebih pendek dari 380
millimicrons gel om bang clek tromagnetik itu tidak lagi dapat
diterjemahkan oleh otak manusia
walau pun ia juga masuk ke dalam
mata, menimpa retina . Ia hanya
berupa gelombang ultra violet dan
kehadirannya akan merangsang
kulit mem.bentuk vitamin D.
Benda yang tidak memancarkan
gelombang antara 380 millimicrons
sampai 760 millimicrons tidak akan
dapat dikesan oleh kekuatan penglihatan atau di atas tadi kita
katakan "power of sight''. Antara
lain molekul-molekul "oxygen",
yang mengisi udara kita ini kira-kira
21 % tidak dapat kita lihat.
Demikian pula molekul-molekul
"nitrogen" yang terdapat dalam

udara sampai 78% pun tidak dapat
kita lihat. Bukan kerana ia tidak
ada, tetapi hanya kerana ia tidak
memancarkan gelombang elektromagnetik antara 380 sampai 760
millimicrons tadi.
Segala apa yang ada pun akan
berubah-ubah warnanya,jika sekira·
nya panjang gelombang elektrornagnetik yang dipancarkan tersebut
berubah. H.L. Heys dalam bukunya
Physical Chemistry (1966) menulis,
·~s zinc oxide changes from a
daltonide composition to a berthol·
/ide one, its colour changes from
white to yellow. The change, howetJer, is retJersed on cooling, when it
absorbs oxygen once more. "

Ertinya, "Kerana zink oksida
berubah dari komposisi "daltonide"
ke "berthollide", wamanya ber·
ubah dari putih ke kuning. Akan
tetapi perubahan kembali lagi
dengan pendinginan, bila ~
menyerap "oxygen" sekali .lagi.
Perubahan wama ini terjadi bukan
kerana apa-apa, . tetapi hanyalah
kerana panjang gelombang elektromagnetik yang dipancarkannya
berubah. Dalam keadaan dingin,
intensitas tertinggi dari gelombang
elektromagnetik yang dipancarkan
adalah antara 380 sampai 760
millimicrons secara merata sehingga
yang kelihatan adalah kombinasi
dari komponen-komponen cahaya
yang wujud dalam bentuk cahaya
putih. Sedangkan ketika panas,
gelombang elektromagnetik yang
dipancarkan oleh zink oksida
adalah terbanyak atau intensitasnya
paling tinggi antara 530 sampai
590 millimicrons.
Demikian pula halnya dalam
kehldupan kita sehari-hari, apabila
warna kuning dicampurkan kepada
wama biru maka ia akan berubah
menjadi warna hijau. Tidak banyak
perubahan yang terjadi, hanya
sedikit saja perubahan panjang
gelombang. Ini menggambarkan
keunikan mata manusia yang dika·
runiakan oleh Tuban.
Sebaliknya
ketidak.mampuan
mata manusia menterjemahkan
gelombang elektrornagnetik yang
lebih pendek dari 380 millimicrons
dan tidak mampu pula menerjemah·
lean gelombang elektromagnetik
yang lebih panjang dari 760 milli·

microns
pula menggambarkan
kepada kita betapa lemahnya mata
manusia. Dan dari sini pulalah
menggambarkan kepada kita betapa
terbatasnya kemampuan manusia
itu.

Gelombang terpendek 380 milli·
microns sampai gelombang 760
milllmjcrons yang dapal dilihat
oleh manusia hanyalah satu bahagian yang sangat kecil. Sedangkao
ada gelombang yang panjangnya
lebih dari 100 meter. Lalu bererti
lebih dari 1000 kali I00,000
lebih besar dari bahagian yang bisa
k.ita lihat tadi, bila dibandingkan

dengan satu gelombang elektormagnetik sepanjang 380 meter yang
tldak dapat kita lihat dengan mata.
walau pun ia scbenarnyo wujud.
lni bermakna yang terlihat hanya·
lah 0.0000001% darinya.
Kalau sudaJ1 mcnycdari hakikat
ini, manusia tidak akan sombong
dengan mcngatakan. "Kalau Tuhan
mcmang hcnar-bcnar uda. say a
mahu mclihatnya..
•
Diperik

claripada

majalah

rerbiran Persatuan Mallastswa [ .ni·
versiti Islam Jndcmesia.

mo~nt,

"
A s a reforc
ALIRAN
bas feUiessly stood up for truth, justice, freedom and
1106d.ity amona all Malaysians.
Despite the 4ifriCUfties and the constnints, Aliran haS been
in the forefront of the struaJe for an honest and open system
of sovemment which wm be accountable and the creatioD of a
thinking, feeTma and carina Malaysian $0f;iety.
To brin& a~t greater publk awareness, AJiran bas
frequently orpaized talks and forwas. It has publisbed books
and produced audio cas~~ettes on major iuues conceminc the
bation. 1be A1iraJI Monthly can boast of bein,.the only truly
independentDel non-partDan monthly'which plamts rational
views on majpr national and international .issueL
To carry out tbeae-actMtic!s, AJitan IJeeds funds. It is
fiaancially self-tupportinj and depends on Its members and
weiJ.wilben for its rmancial support.
ThrouJbout betory nations as weU as socletieJ ha~ always
h.d to pay a price for freedom. History abouocb with
examples of noble and heroic men and women who have even
laid down their lifts'in the def~e of freedom Jtld justice.
Dear MalaysiaD., we uk you for a small sacrifice. Put your
llloulder to the Aliran wheel. Strengthen the bastion and keep
the beacon bUI'Qina,
..
Donate senerousJy and hdp tiS to &e'fi'e you.
A friend of Alinn is a friend of the people.
Sebd your donations to:
17re- Ttusurer
No. 6 Jalan Pantai Jerjak 1J, Sg. Nibo1J8,
119~0 Bllyan Lepas, .p,jlau Pirrang.
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CURRENT. COMMENT
A record of Aliran's complete press statements
made in the preceding months

THE CIDNESE AND THE
AFRICAN STUDENTS

T

he recent violence and street
protests by the Chinese
against the African students
in China have received world-wide
attention. The reports show that
the Chinese authority has not
handled the situation properly. In
fact t.he African st.udents had com·
plained of harassment by the
police and the university authori·
ties.
Racism in whatever form is
against humanity and should not be
tolerated. In the intere~.t of justice
and fairness to aU concerned, the
government of China should wei·
come international investigation on
the allegation of racial treatment of
the African students. 1-'or instance,
the UN Commission against racial
discriminati•Jn should be allowed
to conduc' independent investigation on the recent incidents. The
aim will be t o suggest ways Lo
rectify unfair practices and to
impro\e intercultural undersl.anding
and relationship between
the
Chinese and the Africans.
The Chinese government must
realise that t.he accusation of racial
oppression is a serious matter and

the recent incidents mvolving the
African students have become an
international issue. It is therefore
also in the interest of China to
conduct a proper investigation . If
there is racism, and we believe there
is, the Chinese governmt>nt should
take immedtate measures to rect.iry
the situation and to ensure that the
African students can study in peact>
and live in dignity .
Segregation is not the answer: tt
is apartheid. The Africans should be
allowed to interact with their
C.:htnese friends irrespecll\t> uf :;..ll.
Also the African students should
not be tr('ated differently from the
other foreign students such as thosC'
from U1e United States and Britatn .
lt is or course racial to call the
African students Heigui which
literally means " Black Ghosts" or
" Black Devils". This is especially
painful to the African students who
know Chinese. Imagine how they
reel when they are called Heigui
wherever they go. In fact there are
also some Chine~c outside China
who refer to lhe people or dark
skin colour such as thl' Blacks and
even South Indians as Heigui. This
racial altitude is more widespread
than is generally known, and should
be regarded as a serious problem m
our fight against aU forms of racism

includmg racial labelling.
Some African students have also
complained that the Chinese name
for Africa, Fei Zhou ("Fet Con·
tinent"), is derogatory as the
character fei means "not", "evil"
elc. It connotes the negative ~.cnse
H will be a good gesture if the
Chinese government lead:. the way
to provide a respectable label in
Chinese for "Africa". In fact in tiH•
past the Chmese l(ovt>rnmenl bad
modified llw Chinese labl'ls for
some of thC' national minoritks in
the spirit of promoting mutual
rtospect betwPen the Han maJoril~
and the minorities. For .,xam ple,
the Chinese character for lh(• Yao
minority was chanj!ed from b- with
the "dog'' radical to 1K with the
"human" radical. Now also r1·11·
dat!d as

It

ll'itlr til<·

·~ade ··

radical.

We hope the ChinesE' J!overnmenl
will show the same spirit or friendship to the Africans
IL is time the Chinese eradicate
racial stereotypes nnd labels for
certain category of minorities and
foreigners. ln this respect th~>
Chinese anthropologists and writer$
have <1 challenging job which is l o
lead the fight against ethnocentrism
and racism. The mass media should
also be quick to fight against
rumours which are racial tn nature.
rt should also be pointed out
that in Asia and for that matter in
the West too, there is very lillie
understanding of Afnca, Africans
and lhE:ir cultures. One won't be
surprised to find that many Astans
think lowly of Africans. 'fh(>
Western media which havP tr<'men·
dous influence in Asia and most.
third world countrie> are partly
to be blamed for they have often
portrayed the Africans in negative
terms as helpless victims of famine
and backward people in general.
The lack of contact is another cause
for the perpetuation of certain
stereotypes. In fact the people
in Asia have less opportunity to
meet an African than the people
in some Western cities which may
have Africans studying ther~>. ln
this respect, China is to be congra·
tulated for providing educational
opportunities for Africans. She is
in a good position to lead the rest
of Asia to have more intercultural
interaction with the people of
Africa.
Overall the people of China and
the rest of the world need to learn
more about Africa and her people
as well as the real causes of
sufferings which have befallen
many Africans.

10 January I 989

Tan Chee·Beng
Exco Member

(The above statement has not
appeared in any daily- Editor)
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ELTMINATING
MALPRACTICES?
LIRAN does not think that
a Cabinet Committee will be
able to check malpractices
in government since some of the
most serious malpractices in recent
times are linked in one way or another, to the Cabinet. The NorthSouth Highway contract, the
Kucing Highway project, the UMBC
scandal and the EPF-Makuwasa
episode would be some of the
better known examples.
If the government is really
sincere about curbing corruption
and exposing financial misdeeds
then it would not hesi tate to undertake the following measures.
One, it. would allow the daily
newspaper and Radio and Television to analyse and evaluate without fear or favour the various
financial scandals that have plagued
the nation in the last 10 years.
Two, the government would
remove those clauses in the Official
Secrets Act and the Printing Presses
and Publications Act which inhibit
journalists from carrying out investigations into alleged malpractices
in high places. Only if journalists,
social activists and opposition poli·
ticians have the freedom to expose
wrongdoings
without being
hauled •tp by the authorities will they be able to help create a
culture which abhors corruption.
Three, the government would
make the Anti-Corruption Agency
an
independent
body
not
controlled in any way by the
Executive. An independent AntiCorruption Commission should be
given iron-dad protection through
various Constitutional guarantees
and would be directly answerable
to Parliament.
Four, the government would
amend the present Anti-Corruption
Act to give more extensive powers
to anti-corruption personnel to
investigate and prosecute the
corrupt in both the public and
private sectors.
Five, the government would
require all Cabinet Ministers, including the Prime Minister, to declare
their assets and liabilities in a public
register accessible to the ordinary
citizen. This declaration of assets
and liabilities should be up-dated
annually and would be subjected to
scrutiny by an independent AntiCorruption Commission.
For a start, the government
should demonstrate that it is
sincere about fighting malpractices
by prohibiting the Barisan Nasional
from offering all sorts of irtducements in the form of development
assistance to the voters of Ampang
Jaya. Offering inducements to

A
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The Orang Asli : a gentle people.
voters and using State facilities and
the privilegeE of public office to
campaign for a particular candidate
tantamount to bribery and corruption. If the Cabinet cannot get rid
or this form of malpractice, then it
should stop pretending that it is
determined to eliminate the finan·
cial misdeeds of the high and
mighty.

paper reports show that there is
still a need to educate the Malaysian people about our indigenous
"minorities" such as the Orang Asli.
Our newspaper should play a more
positive role. They should report
about the Orang Asli objectively
and fairly as well as highlight the
many problems which they face in
the modem nation-state.

Chandra Muzaffar
President

Tan Cbee Beng
Exco Member

11 January 1989

12 January 1989
(The above statement has not
appeared in any daily - Editor)

DISTORTED VIEW OF THE
ORANGASU

A

recent newspaper report in a
Chinese daily about canni·
balism among an Orang Asli
family is most irresponsible. Aliran
is glad that the Director-General of
the Orang Asli Department (JOA)
had come out quickly to criticise
the irresponsible report. The Orang
Asli are a gentle people, and as
explained by the Director-General,
they have no history of cannibalism.
ALIRAN notes that JOA will be
discussing the issue with its legal
adviser. A full investigation is
appropriate. At the least the news·
paper concerned should apologise
tor tts mespon:>ible manner of
reporting about the Orang Asli.
As to the Orang Asli woman
allegedly shot by a farmer,
ALIRAN notes that the police and
the JOA are investigating the
incident. We trust that the public
will be inforrred of the outcome
and that just action will be taken.
The recent irresponsible news-
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THE CONDITIONAL
RELEASE OF EIGHT ISA
DETAINEES

W

bile Aliran welcomes the
release of the eight ISA
detainees yesterday, it is
distressing to learn that such severe
restrictions have been imposed
upon their freedom. These restric·
tions are not only unjust but also
a cruel denial of their basic human
dignity.
It is important to observe that
almost all the ISA detairlees from
Operation Lallang released in the
course of 1988 have severe restric·
tions imposed upon their movements and their participation in
public life. These restrictions render
their freedom meaningless.
Aliran calls upon the government to remove immediately the
conditions imposed upon the eight
detainees released yesterday and
upon aU the ex-detainees who have
been granted conditional releases.

. At Lhe same time, Aliran urges
the government to relcasl' immediately and unconditionally the
remaining seven detainees from
Operation Lalang of October 1987.
In fact, all other political detainees
who are still in Kamunting should
also be released - immediately and
unconditionally.
15 January 1989

Chandra Muzaffar
President

(The above statement has not
appeared in any daily - Editoi)

Penan blockaders : non-violent
protection of tbeir livelihood
source.

ARREST OF PENANS
INSARAWAK
liran is sad to learn that the
Police and officers of the
Sarawak Forestry Depart·
ment have again arrested more
Penans. According to newspaper
reports the 57 arrests on Monday
{16-1·89) brings the total number
8l'J'ested since last week for illegal
road blockades to 81.
It is significant that the Sarawak
Forestry Director was quoted as
saying that the department acted
following complaints from two
logging companies. He called the
Penans stubborn. They had refused
to remove the blockades after beinl
issued notices.
It is very clear that state power
has acted in cohort with the
interests of business piofits in sup.

A

pressing the needs and interests of
the Penans. People do not erect
road blockades for no good reasons.
If the Penans have done so it is only
because the effects of timber logging have constricted their means of
livelihood which much depends on
the well-being of the forests. When
one considers that the Penans have
but adopted a non-violent course of
action - in this case by bJockading
roads to impede the process of
timber logging - in the face of
hostile, unsympathetic political and
business interests, the Penans'
plight becomes obviously pathetic.
Il goes against the grain of
justice for peopJe to be arrested for
resorting to a non-violent form of
action in protection of their live·
lihood . As long as we are incapable
of treating the less privileged of
society with understanding and
humamty, ll will remain a hollow
goal for us to seek transformation
to tht' ;.LaLUl> ur a u..velupeu and
industrialb.ed country.
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A

the crucial Ampang Jaya
by-election draws near, the
Bansan Nasional appears to
have become more and more com·
munal in some of its pronouncemen ts. ALIRAS i~ perturbed by
this unhealthy trend.
The Bariltlln :-;asional, through
Radio and Telt'visioo, keeps on
rcmindin~: the people of the tragedy
or '!\lay 13th' and the danger of
another riot. It is obvious that the
ulterior motive is to frighten the
voten. of Ampang Jaya. By instil·
ing fear among the voters, the
Barisan hope.. Lhey will come out
in support or its candidate.
It is immoral to use such loath·
some tactics to win an electoral
eontesl.
Support
should
be
obtainE-d through appeals to the
pDslll\'e Side of human nature.
Exploiting latent fears is both a
negati\·e and destructive Plectoral
tactic.
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Executive Committee
27 January 1989
ALIRAN
(The above statement has not
appeared in any daily- Editor)
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THE RELEASE OF 5 ISA
DETAINEES
e wiah we could expreaa
our joy over the releue ot
ISA detainees yesterday.
But the severe conditions imposed
upon Karpal Slneh, P Patto, Dr
Nasir Hashim, Yuauf Husin and
Kamaruzaman Iamail are so reatric·
tlve that it would be ridiculous to
describe them as "free human
beinp".
ALIRAN calls upon the eovem·
ment to remove these conditions
immediately.
The
conditions
imposed upon all the other ex·ISA
detainees should also be removed at
once.
At the same time, ALIRAN asks
the government to release immedia·
tely and unconditionally the last
two detainees _ from Ooeration
Lallang, namely, Lim Kit Siang and
hi's son Guan t;ng. It ls a shame
that father and son should still be
in jail, We cannot help but wonder
whether ther~ isn't an element of
vindictiveness in the continued im·
priaonment of thl! two Lims.
The ISA releases yesterday, and
3 other previous releases seem to re·
veal a certain pattern. Whenever a
by-election is on, some detainees
are released. This happened in the
Tanjung Putri and Johor Bar~ by·
elections and has happened twtce m
the course of the present Ampang·
Jaya by-election. Is this a mere
coincidence? Or does the govern·
ment chose to release ISA detainees
during by-elections so that its
public image would be bolstered? If
it is the latter, then it shows clearly
that political rat.ber than security
considerations
dominate
ISA
operations. The timing of ISA
releases may well be yet another
piece of evidence which helps
establish a point that has often
been made · the ISA is a political
tool which serves t.be interests of
the ruling elite.

Wo

27 January 1989

Executive
Committee

(The above sta~ent ~as not
appeared in any daily- Editor)

UMNO'S BIRTHDAY AND
CONSTITUTIONAL NORMS

A

LffiAN notes that in yes·
terday's New Straits Times
(1 February 1989) there
was a report which stated that the
King had instructed that a plaque

be erected at the banquet hall or
the Iatana to commemorate the
birth of UMNO. It added that
"UMNO president Datuk Serl Dr
Mahathir Mohamad ia expected to
addresa the eathering just be!ore
the Kine unveila the plaque."
ALffiAN only hopes that the
report is not true. 'l'he King who is

a constitutional mona,rch, standJne
above party polltlca. should not
be involved'ln a !unction organised
by a political party, The non·
partisan character and role of the
monarchy should be preserved and
protected in the interest or cons·
titutional rule and parliamentary
democracy.

SUBMISSIONS ON
THE POST-1990

ECONOMIC POLICY

A

s readers of Aliran Monthly
be aware. the government has set up the National
EconomiG Consultative Council to fonnulate a post·
1990 Economic Policy for the nation. We welcome
views, suggestions and proposals from readers on a
post-1990 Economic Policy .,In particula1, we would
like submissions on the goals of a post-1990
Economic Policy as well as strategies and approac~es
for the attainment of those goals. Please address your
submissions to:
~ill

Sdr. S Suhramaniam

c/o ALIRAN .
6 !alan Pantai Jerjak Sebelas
Sungai Vibong
1 1900 Pulau Pinang
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THE NEXT AGONG - AS I SEE IT continued from page 3
ing the birth of UMNO. It was
reported in a local newspaper that
the present King, the Sultan of
Johor, has been invited to unveil
the plaque marking UMNO's birth
at the old fstana in Johor Baru:- ·What if another political group like
Semangat 46 invites the King or a
Sultan to one of its functions? If he
goes to one party function he can't
refuse other political parties. I've
always emphasised that the Rulers

custodian of the Constitution.
began to feel quite strongly about
this as a result of the 1983 Constitutional crisis. At that time the
Prime Minister Dr Mahathir, made
·an- attempt to do away with the
royal assent for bills approved by
Parliament. Though there was a
compromise and the Agong today
has the power to delay assent for a
month, a Bill can become law now
without the royal assent after a

should never be partisan. This is
important to preserve the principle
of a Constitutional Monarchy.
There is another matter I'm
concerned about. When a Ruler
becomes the Agong he belongs to
the entire nation. He should not
behave as if he is still the Sultan of
his particular State. He should not
identify himself too much with
only his State. This has happened in
the recent past.

certain period of time. All bills
should have the royal assent before
they become law. This is to ensure
that laws are not made which
transgress the rule of law and the
fundamental liberties contained in
the Constitution. It is the duty of
the Agong to act as the custodian
of the Constitution. Otherwise, a
political leader whose ambition
knows no bounds may through
legislation destroy the Constitution
itself. He may replace the present
form of governmer.t with some·

The King : above party politics.
It is of course true that UMNO
was born on May 11, 1946 at the
Istana grounds in Johor Baru. Due
recognition should be given to
this historical fact. But that does
not mean that UMNO should
involve the King (who is the Sultan
of Johor) in a party celebration.
II UMNO's inaugral meeting was
held at the Istana ia Johor Baru it
was partly because UMNO was, up
to that point, a mass Malay movement which embraced all strata of
the community, Including the Sultans. Its principal concern was
fighting the Malayan Union which
also affected the position of the
Malay monarchs. UMNO became a
political party, in the real sense of
the word, only after that meeting.
Once UMNO became a political
party the Rulers were not involved
in the organization. After the
establishment of the Federation of
Malaya Agreement in 1948 and the
creation
of
constitutional
monarchs, the Sultans scrupulously
avoided party politics.
Though the principle that the
Rulers should stay out of party
politics has been breached now and
then since Merdeka, our monarchs
have, on the whole, adhered to it.
This is to their credit. Now more
than ever before, there is a neeu t"
ensure that the non-partisan image
of the monarchy is not tarnished in
any way.
ALIRAN
hopes
that
His
MaJPSty's Cabinet will advise
UMNO Secretary-General, Datuk
Mohamed Rahmat, to ensure that
His Majesty is not forced to compromise on constitutional proprie·
til's.
Chandra Muzaffar
President
2 February 1989
(The above statement has not
appeared in an~ daily- Editor)

Aliran Monthly: Does all this mean

that there is a need to restore the
original vision of the Monarchy as
contained in the Constitution?
Tunku: After 31 years there is a
need to review the role of the
nation's Mo narch. of tbe Yang Di
Pcrtuan Agong, with the aim of
strengthening his position as the
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thing else. He may make Malaysia
into a Republic and a dictatorship.
In order to prevent this, I'm
proposing that a committee be set
up to look into how the role of the
Agong as the custodian of the
Constitution can be strengthened.
This is for the good of the nation
and people.
•

THE PM'S ILLNESS continued
from back page
as I know he does not find time for
the lulUlry of such an examination.
When he was stricken with chest
pains he was rushed to the hospital
where he was placed in the Cardiac
Care Unit (CCU). He was found to
have a cardiac infarct with a low
blood pressure, which in a patient
with a heart attack is often not a
good sign. Yet the news bulletin
issued the next day stated that he
was comfortable and walking about
in his room when in fact, he was
ordered lo bed.
The government must remember
that in the case of a VIP in hospital
with a serious ailment it is difficult
to keep the secret of the VIP's illness within the hospital. There will
be many doctors attending to the
patient. There are nurses, attendants, amahs, laboratory technicians, all of whom will know what
is wrong with the patient. How can
the hospital keep all these people
quiet? They have friends and relatives and in a moment of weakness they will talk. In any case,
they will talk when they see the
patient lying in bed while the news
bulletm issued by the hospital
authorities proclaims loud and bold
that the patient is comfortable,
walking about in his room and eating his meals well.
The same sort of news was
issued by lhe hospital authorities
almost everyday since Jan 18.
One can understand now why the
government may not want to reveal
the whole tru th regarding the
health of the Prime Minister to the
people ol this country. If the whole
truth ~.:annot be told, one would
hope that something akin to the
truth had been told. But the
mcdkal bulletins 1gnored the fact
the Prime Mmister had a serious
heart attack which later neces:.itatcd a by-pass operation. 1l1e
government has lost all credibility.
certainly amongst the doctors.
The d1rector
Lumpur Ceneral
Fonsccka must
mcd1-:al bulletins
name made him
umlHlgst do~tors

of the Kuala
Hospital Dr C.
know that the
issued under his
a laughing stock
in this count ry.

How can a patient who has had a
heart attack be walking about in his
room? Is he a superman? If it was
decided that the heart attack be
hidden from the people of this
country, at least the story put out
by Dr Fonsecka should be plausible. Dr Fonsecka has missed the
first lesson in public relations,
which is that his story must tell the
truth. How can the government
expect the people of this country,
especially the doctors, to believe
any medical bulletin when it has
told a lie about the Prime Minister's
illness. There was no need to tell
a lie.
The illness was a straight forward one. There was no need to
hide it from the public. In any case,
I was told the next day that the
Prime Minister had low blood
pressure when admitted. The. day
after, on Friday, I was told that an
American doctor had flown in to
advise on Dr Mahathir's condition.
By the end of the week, the deci·
sion had been made to operate on
him in Kuala Lumpur.
He had been offered two
choices. One was to be flown to the
United States and the other to be
operated in Kuala Lumpur by local
doctors. It is to Dr Mabathir's
credit that he chose to be operated
in Kuala Lumpur by local doctors.
It is refreshing to know that he has
·faith in our own doctors and that
tl;eir operation was successful. I do
hope that when the King's birtl1day
)lpnours are given out by the
middle of this year the doctors
involved will be suitably rewarded.
Now that we are told that the
operation has been successful and
Dr Mahathir is recuperating at
home, the question that is on the
lips of most Malaysians is WHAT
NEXT? Is he going to carry on as
usual and run the risk of another
heart attack (which could be bad
for him) or is be going tn he sen·
sible and put his house in ordl·! and
then resign his post? That way he
may Jive a few more years and
enjoy the peace and comfort that
he is entitled to. Since 1981 he has
led a strenous life after taking over
from Hussein. ·, have often wondered how he manages at this pace.
Any lesser mortal may well have
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succumbed to the pressures of his
office but Dr Mahathit is alive and
kicking!
In deciding his own future Dr.
Mahathir can look to the examples
of his own colleagues. There is the
example of Tun Hussein who
stepped down soon after his by-pass
operation. He was· wise to resign
and has lived more than seven years
and may he have many mor~ years
of useful life ahead. There is also
the example of his deputy, Gbafar
Baba, who too had a by-pass
operation and has continued as
Deputy Prime Minister. But with
due respect to Encil< Ghafar, the
office of Deputy Prime Minister is
not the same as that of Prime
Minister in terms of pressure and
responsibility.
More than 10 yea.,rs ilgo, I was
admitted to the University Hospital
after a, stroke and there I met
the late Tan Sri Manikavasagam. He
had just been through a by-pass
operation and asked me whether he
should re tire from office. I told him
that he should certainly retire and
spend the· rest of his days tending
to the flowers in his garden. Alas,
he did not listen to my advice and
a few months later, passed away
after a massive heart attack.
If Dr Mahathir should retire,
there may well be a tussle for the
Prime Ministership. ln order to
avoid this, it would be sensible
for Encik Ghafar to assume the
Prime Ministership as a stop gap
measure for about two years.
After that, he should let the
younger contestants fight it out
among themselves. The general
election may be due by late 1990
and this may have some impact
upon the fight within UMNO Baru.
This scenario of course takes into
consideration candidates like Datuk
Musa Hitam, Datuk Abdullah
Badawi and Encil< Anwar Ibrahim.
There are also the claims of yet
another candidate Tenglru Razaleigh Hamzah. He is outside UMNO
Baru but will tussle for high office.
We are in for stirring times and
let us hope that the winner will
have respect for democracy and the
judiciary and will not just pay lip
service to human rights and fundam~ntal Uberties.
•

THE PM'S ILLNESS
GH director lie d about P M's condition

I
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Political commentator and a medical doctor himself, TAN SRI DR TAN CHEE KHOON advises
Dr Mahathir to step down for his own good. The PM's "chest pains" were much more serious
than what t he public was made to believe.

he war in the Far East gave
rise to a new word SNAFU,
that is Situation Normal All
F ... Up, which was coined by the
Gls of the American Army in the
China-Burma-Theatre of the War in
the Far East. The Gls were bored
with the army's daily press releases
stating that the situation was
normal when in actual fact it

T

wasn't.
This reminds me of the recent
illness of the Prime Minister. On the
morning of the Jan 18, Datuk Seri
Dr Mahathir Mohamad had chest

pains and was rushed to the Kuala
Lumpur Gimeral Hospital. I remember in 1981 • shortly after Dr
Mahathir succeeded Tun Hussem
Onn as Prime Minister, he fainted
while taking a ride on an elephant
during a tour of Kedah. I lis medical
attendants did not pay too much
attention to tlus fainting spell of
the doctor at that time. Here one
must remember that the Prime
Minister is at the same time a senior
physician with a mind of his own.
And Jik( most doctors, he is a poor
patient. He should have been tho-

roughly examined to lind out
whether he should go slow then.
It IS well knnwn that Dr Mahathir has set a very hectic pace for
himself of late . During his recent
visit to Europe and the United
States he would rise at 0700 hours
and his diary would take him nght
up to 2300 hours. Many oi those
who accompanied him were much
younger. but could not stand the
pace. A person with such a life-style
should have a thorough examination at least once a year, but as far
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